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INTRODUCTION

BACKgROuNd	ANd	PuRPOSE	OF	ThE	STudY

this study was undertaken after funding was received under a call for short-term consultancies to investi-

gate a range of topics related to urban spatial transformation. the call was issued by the school of Architec-

ture and Planning of the University of witwatersrand under the nRF sARcHi initiative. this study investigates 

peri-urban food gardens and the role that food gardening plays in orange Farm in addressing poverty and in 

improving food security. the study specifi cally looks at the effects of available open space on urban agricul-

ture and food gardening in orange Farm. It was hypothesised at the outset of the study that, being located 

on the peri-urban periphery of the city, orange Farm is not yet densely populated or short of land for food 

gardening to be excluded as a livelihood option. this abundance of open land could, therefore, become an 

asset in an agriculturally-based strategy to target poverty in this priority region of the city.1

the researchers chose orange Farm as a geographic focus for their study because of its location on the 

periphery of the Johannesburg metropolitan area. orange Farm is located in Region g in the ‘deep south’ 

which is characterised by marginality and deprivation and where there is the greatest need for develop-

ment interventions. the gauteng city Regional observatory (gcRo) also identifi es orange Farm as a mar-

ginalised area2 and the city of Johannesburg describes the Region as a ‘marginalised dormitory residential 

area’.43Region g is also demographically important because it has an estimated population of 1 million 

people living in it and orange Farm itself is said to have a population of 672 000 residents.4

Research	questions	that	guided	the	study

the study was guided by two key research questions, namely:

1. what interest do orange Farm residents have in urban agriculture and food gardening; 

and can this interest be used as a spatial planning element as the settlement undergoes 

increased formal development?

2. Are there spatial, land ownership, socio-economic and attitudinal constraints that currently 

affect the implementation of food gardening projects and urban agriculture in orange Farm 

and, if so, which of these is the greatest obstacle to current and future urban agriculture and 

food gardening?

SECTiON	1
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Structure	of	the	report

the report covers three sections. section one covers the introduction and details the aims and purpose of 

the study, methodology and provides the contextual backdrop for the research findings. section two then 

describes the research findings; and section three provides conclusions and recommendations.

METhOdOLOgY

the methodology for the project comprised several phases. the phases included:

•	 A desktop review of existing documents and maps;

•	 Focus group meeting;

•	 Preliminary interviews with key stakeholders;

•	 In-depth interviews with orange Farm gardeners;

•	 A scan of stretford station street traders.

A desktop review of existing documents was undertaken. the documents included published and unpub-

lished reports and articles and official policy/planning documents on orange Farm. these documents were 

collected from various sources including key-informants, internet searches, as well as using the academic 

literatur e search-engine eBsco-Host. maps, socio-economic, spatial/environmental data and aerial images 

of orange Farm were also acquired from sources such as the demarcation Board and the gauteng city-

Region observatory, as well as google earth.5

As part of the process of preparatory work for the field work phase, the researchers participated in the 

growth and development strategy of the city of Johannesburg (gds) expert Panel series on Food safety and 

security (25th August). sue taylor was a panellist at this discussion and presented a paper on food security 

in gauteng. the meeting was, coincidently, convened in orange Farm. this was a useful event that enabled 

the researchers to meet stakeholders - including councillors, development practitioners, food gardeners and 

other researchers who are undertaking work in orange Farm.

A preliminary set of interviews was undertaken with city of Johannesburg officials, as well as with the gaut-

eng department of Agriculture and Rural development (gdARd) and representatives from non-government 

organisations working in orange Farm. these interviews were helpful in the identification of policies relat-

ing to food securit y and food gardening in Johannesburg and orange Farm. In addition, the identification of 

food garden projects supported by gdARd, as well as community-based organisations, was also achieved 

through this process. the interviews were also useful in the development of the research instrument that 

was used to interview food gardeners in orange Farm. A total of 18 food gardening projects were identified 

for the purposes of interviewing.

A focus meeting was held at the beginning of the fieldwork phase of the project to meet key stakeholder s 

in provincial government and the city of Johannesburg who are involved in supporting food gardens in 

orange Farm. the focus meeting was convened in orange Farm and served as a useful forum to introduce 

the purpo se of the project to residents and stakeholders; and to identify challenges and obstacles to food 

gardening which could then be verified through the in-depth interviews with food gardeners.

once food gardens had been identified, appointments were set up with representatives of the food gardens. 

the fieldwork was supported by two fieldwork assistants (one of whom lived in orange Farm). In-depth inter-

views with gardeners were carried out in october 2011 over a period of a week. each interview took roughly 

45 minutes to complete. Photographs were also taken of the gardeners and their gardening activities.

to complement the interviews with gardeners, the researchers also undertook unstructured interviews 

with groups of stretford station fresh produce traders. the aim was to ascertain whether traders sourced 
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their produce from gardeners in orange Farm and what some of the obstacles were in using orange Farm 

gardener s as a source for their fresh produce. A further aim was to find out whether any of the traders were 

also gardeners in orange Farm. 

It should be noted that, because of the resource-limitations of the study, the number of qualitative inter-

views was limited. the findings are, therefore, indicative and cannot be generalised to all food gardeners 

in orange Farm. the study nevertheless offers useful insights on the potential of food gardening and the 

obstacles faced by gardeners on the urban fringe in this locality. these findings could, therefore, be useful in 

guiding further more detailed research in orange Farm; and for policy and planning purposes.

FRAME	OF	REFERENCE	FOR	ThE	STudY

this section locates the study in a broader socio-economic and environmental context, nationally and in 

orange Farm (Region g, city of Johannesburg metropolitan municipality). It also investigates the policy dimen-

sions of urban/peri-urban agriculture in the city of Johannesburg and the historical roots of orange Farm.

definition	of	peri-urban	spaces

Peri-urban areas are complex areas in terms of municipal jurisdiction, landscapes, activities, infrastructure 

and social systems. they can be understood as a “social, economic and environmental space where three 

systems constantly interact: the agricultural system, the urban system and the natural resource system”.6 

Peri-urban areas can be areas of extreme poverty, where urban and rural lifestyles overlap. Peri-urban areas 

are important in the context of urban agriculture because there may be land for agriculture. Peri-urban areas 

have unique institutional governance characteristics which are relevant to the development of agriculture 

on the peri-urban fringe. Peri-urban zones in many metropolitan areas around the world very often fall under 

different administrative jurisdictions (provincial, municipal and national). these administrative jurisdictions 

have different mandates, resources and political interests relating to development priorities and responsibili-

ties. the responsibility for the provision and maintenance of infrastructure to support these peri-urban areas 

may be located in different government departments within different levels of government. there is gener-

ally a lack of holistic planning for the implementation of development projects in peri-urban areass. this is 

very often due to different tiers of government focussing on implementation according to their jurisdiction.7

the peri-urban area is characterised by both urban and rural influences and has the advantage of access 

to markets and labour. land may be less expensive than in the urban areas, which make them suitable for 

small-holder farming and variants of urban agriculture.8 

After the south African municipal elections in december 2000 - and working within the municipal struc-

tures Act of 1998 - the municipal demarcation Board (mdB) fundamentally re-drew the local government 

map by merging 843 transitional local authorities into 284 new municipalities. they amalgamated former 

transition al local councils and transitional rural councils into single administrations covering far larger areas. 

In order to achieve a higher level of intra-municipal cross-subsidisation, government has tried to include 

affluent and poor areas, as well as rural and urban areas, in each municipality. this system of ‘wall-to-wall 

developmental local government’ contrasts sharply with the fragmented municipal planning before 1994. All 

local municipalities, meaning all of south Africa’s towns and cities outside the seven metros, were placed 

under the overarching control of district municipalities, something which was meant to facilitate the regional 

co-ordination of services.9 

to some extent, this municipal system should simplify planning processes with different planning authorities 

having jurisdiction over urban, peri-urban and rural components and agricultural activities of the landscape.
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A	scan	of	urban	agriculture	as	a	contextual	backdrop	to	the	study	

the purpose of this section is to provide a broader contextual backdrop to this study, by highlighting the 

key demographic characteristics of the gauteng Province, as well as the city of Johannesburg. the role of 

urban agriculture in addressing poverty, ensuring food security and in local economic development is also 

highlighted. In addition, investigation was undertaken of some of the key obstacles to promoting urban 

agriculture in urban regions, as well as policy options for promoting urban agriculture in cities. the review 

concludes by analysing whether urban agriculture is seen as an important strategy by policy makers and 

planners to tackle poverty and economic development in the city. 

Demographic trends and food security in developing countries

the world population is expected to increase from 6.8 billion to 9.1 billion between 2009 and 2050 and this 

population growth is forecast to take place mainly in the urban areas, particularly in low and middle income 

countries.10 Although extreme poverty fell to 1.3 billion people in 2002, the urban share rose by 25 percent 

(to 300 million people).11 extreme poverty results in households becoming vulnerable to food insecurity, 

with a large share of the household budgets being taken up by the purchasing of food. In a recent study, this 

share ranged between 48 and 74 percent of household budgets among 20 middle and low income countries 

that were surveyed.12

In sub-saharan Africa, food security in cities will be affected by major demographic movements from rural 

to urban areas. In the 1990’s, two thirds of Africans lived in rural areas but, by 2035, it is projected that 

half of the population will be living in urban areas13. with these demographic changes, food security will 

likely become more of an urban problem than a rural one in the future. It is for this reason that urban food 

gardenin g is receiving increasing attention by policy makers and local government officials around the world.

Johannesburg and Orange Farm demographic trends

the Johannesburg metropolitan municipality’s population increased by 22% between 1996 and 200114 and, 

in 2007, the city had a population of 3,888,180.15 the growth rate between 2001 and 2007 was 21%. this 

was very similar to the growth rate for the period between 1996 and 2001 and is approximately four percent  

per year on average over these two periods. Johannesburg’s population growth rate is similar to the urbani-

sation rates for southern African countries for the period 1990-2005 (at 4.1% per annum), but this was 

expected to drop to 2.7 percent for the period 2005-2010 and to decline further to 1.89 percent between 

2020 to 2050.16 In-migration into the gauteng city Region17 is predominantly from other provinces in south 

Africa and the main reasons for in-migration are perceptions of employment and economic opportuni-

ties and access to better services, as well as perceptions of governance stability.18 the population size of  

gauteng was estimated to be 11,191 million in 2010 and the Province comprises the smallest share of the 

country’s total landmass at 1.4 percent, which means that - whilst being the smallest province - it is also the 

most crowded.19 

migration within gauteng is also a phenomenon and occurs from the poorly resourced municipalities to the 

larger, better resourced metropolitan centres such as the city of Johannesburg (coJ).20 this puts addition al 

pressures on the larger metropolitan centres to supply services such as housing for new residents. Inequalit y 

within the coJ, as measured by the gini coefficient,21 is very high at 0.63 percent. An estimated two thirds 

of the population in orange Farm is below the age of 40 and some 70 percent are between 16-64 years of 

age.22 Finding work opportunities for the young population living in this part of the city should, therefore, 

be a priorit y. most residents who have migrated into orange Farm have moved to the area from within the  

gauteng province (65%). 14% of migrants are from kwaZulu natal and seven and six percent from the  

Free state and the eastern cape respectively.23 most of the orange Farm residents are from within south 

Africa (95%).24
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Responses to urban poverty and the role of urban agriculture as a strategy to build resilience 

Both rural and urban households adopt a range of coping strategies to deal with poverty. these include: 

diversification of economic activities; use of social networks for mutual support; borrowing; begging and 

seeking charity; selling assets such as livestock; saving on expenses by only spending on the essentials for 

basic living; changing household composition.25

In the urban context, households are forced to purchase most of their food for consumption, but their ability 

to obtain nutritious and healthy food is determined by their access to income and employment. Urban agri-

culture is one of the strategies used by the poor to diversify their incomes and as a source of food for their 

families, which is especially important in the context of rising food prices. 

Urban agriculture can be defined broadly as “..the carrying out of farming activities in built-up areas where 

open space is available, as well as keeping livestock…in built up areas.26

the spatial impact on urban agriculture as pressure on land-use for urban farming increases has also been 

highlighted by researchers: “...with the increases in urban agriculture, there are new spaces where cultiva-

tion is exercised. most common is cultivation in the backyard and around buildings. However community and 

public lands have also been invaded within the last decade.”27

It is estimated that, globally, 200 million urban dwellers produce food for urban markets, accounting for 15-20 

percent of global food production.28 Urban agriculture therefore serves as an important source of income 

and an employment creation opportunity for many households. Urban and peri-urban agriculture have other 

advantages. these include reducing food production costs as a result of savings due to selling points being 

close to production locations and residential areas of purchasers; responsiveness to market demand and the 

‘green’ benefits, including recycling of organic waste and water.29 Urban agriculture therefore has a role to 

play in promoting food security in the city and can be used to fight malnutrition resulting from poverty.

Urban agriculture is important not only as an instrument to improve food security for city dwellers, it has 

broader social and political implications. As already noted it can reduce food prices especially for the poor. 

Higher food prices can threaten political stability with violent demonstrations occurring in many countries 

around the word during 2007-2008, when food prices increased over this period. most of these protests 

occurred in cities.30 south Africa is not immune to such events and commentators speculate that rising food 

prices, together with increasing costs of electricity, fuel and transport could also trigger food riots.31

In addition, urban agriculture offers a platform to stimulate local economic development and provides oppor-

tunities to micro-enterprises in the production of agricultural inputs (compost, packaging and processi ng, 

sales and other services).32

Urban agriculture does not provide a comprehensive answer to tackling poverty in cities, but is one of a num-

ber of specific policy interventions that can be located in several broad policy approaches at the municipal 

level. these broad approaches that tackle poverty include: 33

•	 Adapting the regulatory framework so that it is responsive to the needs of the poor by, for exam-

ple, promoting access to land for the poor by streamlining the regulations for the registration of 

land and permission to develop land, making it easier and less costly for the poor to access such 

land. with regard to urban agriculture as a poverty intervention within this broad policy, munici-

palities can support urban agriculture through the dissemination of information on tenure, land 

capacity, markets and accessing water services. they could also provide for urban agriculture in 

urban planning schemes.34

•	 Providing access to municipal services, particularly water and sanitation services, by adoptin g 

policy measures to ensure that the poor have access to an adequate supply of water at a cost they 

can afford (this would include water necessary for food and community gardens). with regard to the 
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management of sanitation services and particularly solid waste collection, in growing cities this is 

increasingly an issue of cost. more waste needs to be collected and greater distances are involved 

to transport waste to sites. Finding sites for the disposal of organic waste becomes more difficult 

and expensive to obtain. Informal operators in waste recycling should also be integrated into the 

formal system of waste collection and recycling to support small enterprises at the local level where 

waste is collected. At the same time, this is an employment and income-generating strategy for 

the poor. Urban agriculture can play a role in local waste-recycling through the use of organic solid 

waste material such as compost, etc. 

•	 employment creation: this would include, among other strategies, supporting informal sector 

activities (including food gardening, street hawkers, organic waste collection and recycling, etc). 

creating a more enabling regulatory environment for these micro and small businesses as well 

as training and infrastructure support would be some of the measures utilised to strengthen the 

informal sector businesses and to create employment opportunities.

•	 Protection from disasters and access to justice: the poor are usually the least protected from 

natural disasters and are often located on low-lying lands in flood plain areas. municipa l policie s 

and laws dealing with this aspect are very often inadequate and not properly enforced, thus 

leaving the poor vulnerable to natural disasters. the poor are also often worst-off with regard to 

receiving administrative justice and timely resolution of their complaints. this can result in infor-

mal systems evolving to deal with local problems which people face such as crime and accessing 

land. A perceived lack of responsiveness from local authorities towards the urban poor regard-

ing administrative justice contributes towards perceptions of inequality and inefficiency in the 

system.35

•	 co-ordination and integration: local economic development projects aimed at targetin g povert y 

are often complex, involving the co-ordination and integration of policies and program mes within 

municipalities and between municipalities and different spheres of govern ment (Provincial and 

national sphere’s in south Africa’s case. with regard to the development of urban agriculture, this 

is especially important because of the complex nature of the activity, requiring different levels of 

support from different spheres of governmen t and departments. these include basic services, 

economics and finance, the environment, social development, etc.

Obstacles	to	food	gardening	and	urban	agriculture

several obstacles to food gardening and agriculture in cities have been identified by researchers. these 

include negative perceptions by urban planners, who view urban agriculture as constituting a rural lifestyle 

and not being part of modern urban life or constituting a viable	economic activity in the city. this leads to 

an inflexible policy environment where there is no supportive policy or legalisation for urban farmers and 

inadequate services to support their livelihoods. some municipal by-laws, as in the case of Johannesburg, 

ban certain agricultural practices, such as livestock production. whilst there is a need for regulation and 

management in this sphere, banning such practices may be an inflexible policy response especially for the 

poor living on the urban fringe. such a [governance] approach to urban agriculture “..leaves cultivators dis-

empowered and the city with less resources and a more fragile environment.”36

 Urban agriculture can have health hazards if unregulated, specifically when recycled liquid and solid organic 

waste is used on crops, causing illnesses such as dysentery and cholera. In Accra, ghana, there are specifi c 

by-laws which prohibit the use of waste water for urban agriculture.37 Pressure on land also constrains urban 

agriculture due to the need for the development of other amenities, such as housing, for the poor. this is 

particularly the case in cities such as Johannesburg, where there is a high urbanisation rate (already high-

lighted) and mushrooming informal settlement areas on the peri-urban fringe. For example, orange Farm is 

regarded as the largest informal settlement in south Africa and there is likely to be increased pressure on 

land from different sectors, such as housing and industrial development. 
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land tenure and the unsustainable use of land are two interlinked aspects that impede the development of 

urban agriculture. when urban farmers have insecure tenure, they plant crops that grow quickly and can be 

harvested in a short space of time and they have little incentive to improve the quality of soil. Recycling of 

organic waste products to improve the soil quality is, therefore, not a strategy typically adopted by urban 

gardeners faced with these circumstances. neglect of the soil results in increasing impoverishment and 

erosio n of the soil.38 

Inadequate technical support and the need for skills development among food gardeners and urban agricul-

turalists may be viewed as obstacles. In a study of four urban centres in south Africa, researchers found that 

urban farmers felt that the level of technical support they received to assist them with their farming activities 

(including from agricultural extension officers) was very limited and that visits to their plots by these tech-

nical advisers were infrequent. the kinds of support farmers requested included: horticultural knowledge 

and training; general agricultural knowledge and training; soil sciences service training and training in the 

keeping of livestock.39 

A variety of other obstacles facing urban gardeners have also been documented including problems with 

insect pests, water scarcity, theft of garden equipment and products, weeds, a lack of tools, plant diseases, 

seed scarcity, poor quality seed, lack of fertiliser and problems with stray animals.40 

Policy	interventions	to	improving	urban	agriculture	

three different types of urban agriculture can be identified and these can be matched to different policy 

dimensions that could serve to focus interventions or strategies to improve the sector. these are: 41

•	 subsistence-orientated urban agriculture policy dimension: this refers to agriculture that primar-

ily contributes to livelihood strategies aimed at supplying food to households and achieving 

household savings by reducing the food-purchasing share of the household budget. some of 

the surpluses from subsistence agriculture can also be sold to local vendors, generating a small 

income. examples of this type of agriculture include home-gardening, community gardening, 

institutional gardens such as at schools and hospitals and open-field gardening.

•	 the market-orientated urban agriculture policy dimension refers to urban agriculture that has 

a market-orientated focus. this type of agriculture is undertaken mainly as small-scale family 

ventures, as well as larger scale businesses, run by private businesses or producer associations. 

such businesses are not limited to food production and are embedded in a chain of small, and 

larger, scale enterprises.

•	 the ecological policy dimension deals with types of urban agriculture that serve a number of dif-

ferent purposes. they play a role in improving household food security and generating an income, 

but they also contribute to environmental management and provide a range of other services use-

ful to urban residents such as composting, recycling of solid wastes and the use of waste water. 

depending on the policy priorities of the city and the prevalence of the above categories of urban agriculture, 

or combinations thereof, municipalities can tailor policy interventions to match the needs of the city and also 

the prevailing circumstances that exist in relation to urban agriculture.42 stakeholder inputs, including from 

urban farmers themselves, should form a strong component of city planning that supports urban agriculture 

in its various forms.
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Specific policy interventions required to stimulate urban agriculture

An important aspect to developing urban agriculture is the setting up of multi-stakeholder planning pro-

cesses through an institution or forum to support such a process. such a forum would draw in all relevant 

stakeholders and serve as a dialogue platform for the planning and implementation of development strate-

gies for this sector43. this model for implementation has been applied around the world, including south 

Africa. For example, in the development of pilot hydroponics projects in the Buffalo city metropolitan munici-

pality, eastern cape, a Round table institutional forum to bring in expertise and to facilitate dialogue among 

key stakeholders was established. this was found to be successful in addressing project obstacles and help-

ing to overcome compartmentalised thinking across different sectors that need to work together in order 

effectively to implement the project.44

some generic strategies to develop urban agriculture have also been identified and these include: 45

•	 creating an enabling policy environment that supports urban agriculture by accepting it as an 

urban development strategy that can be used to address poverty and stimulate economic growth;

•	 Facilitating access to vacant open land and the security of land for agricultural use;

•	 Improving the productivity and viability of urban agriculture through training, technical and financial 

support to urban farmers and enhancing access to agricultural inputs in a decentralised way;

•	 supporting the establishment and strengthening of urban farmer organisations;

•	 Implementing health-related interventions associated with urban agriculture. this would include 

the close working together of health, solid-waste, environment and agriculture departments at 

the municipal level to assess the health and environmental risks associated with urban agricul-

ture and to implement strategies to deal with these risks.

the formal acceptance of agriculture as an urban development policy means that existing policies, including 

by-laws that relate to urban agriculture, need to be re-assessed in order to identify and review regulations 

and legal restrictions. where appropriate, those parts that have an adverse impact on the sector should be 

removed. the integration of measures to stimulate and regulate urban agriculture with existing regulations 

may also be necessary. secondly, the creation of an institutional home for urban agriculture within local 

governme nt is necessary because of its historical location as a rural development issue. In south Africa’s 

case, agriculture is the responsibility of national and provincial government rather than municipal govern-

ment. to ensure that urban agriculture receives sufficient support within the urban policy environment, the 

establishment of a formal administrative ‘home’ for this sector at this level is important.46

enhancing access to land is another measure important for the stimulation of the urban agricultural sector. 

this can be achieved in various ways, including through the following strategies: 47

•	 the development of an inventory of available open land.

•	 through the creation of a municipal land bank that would facilitate the supply and demand 

linkage s between land owners and urban farmers/gardeners.

•	 stimulating the owners of open vacant land to make this land available by offering medium-term 

leases. this could be stimulated by offering tax incentives to land owners who do this.

•	 developing city ordinances that regulate the use of vacant land.

•	 Providing vacant municipal land to organised groups of farmers.

•	 Implementing rehabilitation measures on existing vacant land, including removing dumped waste 

material and improving water supply, to improve the viability of the land for farming.

•	 demarcating zones for urban agriculture so that identified land could permanently be used for 

urban agriculture; and this land should be integrated into city land-use planning.

•	 Providing assistance to farmers to relocate to unused land that may be better suited for  

urban agriculture.

•	 Including space for individual, or community, gardens in new public housing projects.
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The	broader	policy	context	of	the	study

government policies are intended to consolidate government’s thinking on certain issues, as well as show 

its intentions in terms of committing resources to an issue or activity. the aim of this section is to review key 

economic and urban development policies, as well as agricultural strategies at national, provincial (gaute ng) 

and municipal (city of Johannesburg) level, to determine whether government places importance on urban 

agriculture as a human development strategy. 

National	perspectives	on	urban	agriculture	and	food	security

A review of south Africa’s main national Agricultural strategy (2009/2010)	finds that	no substantive mention 

is made of urban agriculture, although urban forestry is mentioned (national Agricultural strategy, 2009: 

page 5).48 the national strategic Plan for Agriculture (2012/13 – 2017/18)49	is largely a rural document, but it 

does acknowledge that there is a need to create an encompassing strategy on urban and peri-urban agricul-

ture. Another document that should include urban agriculture and food gardens is the national Integrated 

Food security strategy (nIFss 2002),50 but this strategy does not include references to the spectrum of 

urban agriculture activities. Urban gardening activities (such as home/school/community food gardens) and 

commercial urban agriculture should form part of a strategy to ensure food security in the towns and cities of 

south Africa. Another, more recent, document from department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (dAFF) 

entitled ‘Food security, 2011’51 also makes no mention of urban agriculture or urban food gardens - although 

rural agriculture is discussed at length.

In terms of economic development strategies, the national government’s new growth Path (2010)52 supports 

the agricultural value chain as a major approach to job creation. It suggests that opportunities for 300,000 

households in agricultural small-holder schemes, plus 145,000 jobs in agro-processing, could be targeted by 

2020 - while the potential for upgrading the conditions of 660,000 farm workers is also noted.

A key approach to combat food insecurity is through people having paid work. the south African government 

has set ambitious goals for job creation. the main thrust of the national development Plan (ndP, 2011)53 is to 

create five-million new jobs by 2020 and 11 million jobs by 2030. the ndP (2011) deals only with rural develop-

ment and sees agriculture as a rural development instrument. Yet south Africa’s unemployment crisis remains 

static, with no significant inroads to improving the situation according to the 2011 African Peer Review mecha-

nism (APRm) Review Report for south Africa.54 Urban agriculture and food gardening should be seen as an 

important policy intervention to grow small businesses, create new jobs and as a livelihood strategy for the poor. 

looking at whether new housing settlements in south Africa will be created with urban agriculture options 

in mind, a review of	 south Africa’s ‘Breaking new ground’ national Housing strategy (2004)55 found no 

mention of urban agriculture. Food security, urban agriculture and food gardening are not mentioned at all. 

Urban agriculture should be an integral aspect of formal housing developments and also in the upgrading 

of informal settlements, particularly in poverty hotspots. this omission in a strategy of this significance is 

a serious omission for the poor. the omission indicates that, whilst the south African government is still 

buildin g houses, it is not creating liveable settlements where diverse income-earning activities such as 

urban agriculture can take place. 

south Africa’s national Framework for local economic development (led) in south Africa (2006 – 2011)56 

also does not mention formal urban agriculture or food gardening as a potential element of local economic 

activity (national led, 2006). community gardens are mentioned briefly, along with the statement that these 

gardens usually do not last more than a year, which is indeed a significant issue in this type of develop-

ment activity. the national led does state that there is potential for community members to produce cash 

incomes from community gardens. It would be essential that communities expand their scope and co-ordin-

ation through the creation of agricultural (producer) and consumer co-operatives. they would need to be 

supported by government for several years in order to become sustainable. 
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It would have been a better strategic move, in terms of growing urban crises in south Africa, if the national 

Framework for local economic development (led) in south Africa (2006 – 2011) had made a strong state-

ment in support of urban agriculture as a viable economic activity. In addition, although agriculture is a 

national and provincial competency, local authorities are, arguably, a more suitable domain for urban agri-

culture. Yet there is no ‘instruction’ in documents on national agriculture, food security or economic develop-

ment indicating that municipalities should take on the role of promoting urban agriculture. 

Provincial	perspectives	on	food	security	and	urban	agriculture

the role of provincial government in south Africa is to establish a provincial framework of laws, policy and 

funding mechanisms that deal with the specific realities and needs of the cities and towns within the prov-

ince, as well as the rural areas. gauteng’s provincial strategies on agriculture are focused on agriculture in 

the rural context, rather than in the urban context. this is surprising, given the high levels urbanisation in 

the province. Although there are many policy and strategy documents guiding both the economic develop-

ment and the development of agriculture within gauteng, there is no dedicated urban agricultural strategy. 

Urban agriculture is, however, mentioned in the gauteng Agricultural development strategy (gAds, 2006).57

the gauteng Agricultural development strategy (gAds, 2006)	 is the main agricultural strategy in the 

provinc e. the gAds generally aims to support urban and small-holder agriculture, realising that urban 

agricultu re has emerged as a key livelihood and coping strategy for urban residents; and as an essential 

land use. existing programmes aimed at establishing vegetable gardens in homesteads and schools need to 

be expanded in a systematic roll-out wherever possible, according to the gAds (2006).58

the gAds 2006 also states that, in addition to supporting household food production, backyard gardening and 

food gardens at clinics and educational institutions, gdAce (renamed gdARd in 2009) must collaborate with 

other departments and local authorities and draw up a single, consistent programme for urban agriculture. 

to deal with food insecurity and poverty, the gauteng Province also has an integrated Food security strategy 

(gIFss) (2009),59 which is linked to the national Food security strategy60 developed in 2000. the aims of the 

gIFss (2009) include: to increase household food production and trading, to improve income generation 

and job creation opportunities and to improve nutrition and food safety. It also aims to provide for social 

grants and job creation schemes - for example, those in the expanded Public works Programme.61 As well 

as trying to achieve household food security, gauteng province aims at creating a food-secure province by 

stimulating provincial agriculture and agro-processing.62 the intention is to develop gauteng’s agricultural 

economy and to maximise the contribution of the agricultural economy to job creation, poverty alleviation 

and economic growth in gauteng.

In the	gauteng employment growth and development strategy (gegds, 2009),63	food gardens are identified 

as a strategic need and provincial interventions are proposed which link to agriculture in general. 

the gauteng province has developed a comprehensive Rural development strategy (gcRds, 2010)64 even 

though the province is highly urbanised, with 96% of the population considered urban (statssA, 2006).65 

what appears to be lacking is a comprehensive urban development strategy to give equal weight to urban 

development in a province that is mostly urbanised.

the development and implementation of gauteng’s provincial agriculture, food security and economic devel-

opment documents should involve multi-sector collaboration across all spheres of government and involving 

external agencies including parastatals. However, a common fault of the documents reviewed is that they 

do not indicate where linkages are needed. For example, the strategies reviewed should also specify that 

gauteng’s municipalities need to take on the role of promoting urban agriculture, whilst the province should 

focus on agriculture in rural areas. 
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Municipal	perspectives	on	food	security	and	urban	agriculture

the new municipal system in south Africa requires that municipalities take on the role of agents for local 

social and economic development, and develop a local economic development (led) plan. they must play 

a local co-ordinating role for the implementation of local economic development in close partnership with 

the private sector and community interests - involving men and women equally.66 In south Africa, some of 

the large metropolitan municipalities have already embraced urban agriculture, notably . cape town and 

durban (ethekwini metropolitan municipality). cape town is noted as a city in which urban agriculture is well 

established in the township areas and also as a centre with a long-standing municipal awareness of the role 

and importance of urban agriculture. significant in this regard are the well-established policy frameworks 

that have evolved over a period of time as well as active engagement in applied projects. A range of support 

programmes also seems to be available. the institutional response in durban (ethekwini) regarding urban 

agriculture has also been significant.67 

the 2040 city of Johannesburg (coJ) growth and development strategy (gds, 2011)68 notes that, within the 

city of Johannesburg, urban agriculture is seen as a survivalist activity rather than an activity that responds 

to commercial opportunities. the document also states that ‘only’ three percent of households in Johannes-

burg grow their own food. Yet, out of a total of 1.3 million households,69 this is roughly 39,000 households 

and is not insignificant, and could be used as the baseline for a growing trend. these households in need 

are undertaking urban agriculture with, or without, government policies to support it. the coJ intends to 

focus on a range of interventions to develop a commercially viable and productive urban agriculture sector 

in Johannesburg, supporting localised food production.70

the coJ gds (2011), and the city of Johannesburg’s current IdP document (2011-2012),71 however, make 

almost no reference to urban agriculture - yet makes two statements of support. Firstly, it is stated that there 

is an aim ‘to facilitate the implementation of urban agriculture’72 and, secondly, there is an aim to ‘adopt and 

implement best practice guidelines for urban agriculture’.73 In the IdP, discussions about land-use planning 

refer exclusively to land for housing and other non-agricultural uses. the coJ IdP document (2011)74 also 

discusses the role of the Fresh Produce market in supporting emerging farmers, but does not mention urban 

agriculture as a sector of emerging farmers. these contradictions need to be resolved

the coJ IdP (2011) states its aims to secure approval for a comprehensive food security policy for the city; 

and to pilot a macro-level agriculture support process (advisory centres) in two food-insecure geogra-

phies. there will also be a comprehensive roll-out of macro-level agri-support to all food-insecure areas. In 

2013/2015, the ‘hub-and-spoke mode’ of food production co-operative (combining the produce of several 

small providers into a single supply chain) will be piloted as an available platform to small-scale farmers city-

wide.75 It would, therefore, appear that, although agriculture is not intended to be a municipal competency, 

the city of Johannesburg is embracing urban agriculture as a valid activity for the municipality.

High priority growth management areas include	 Alexandra, diepsloot, Ivory Park and orange Farm and 

its surrounds, as well as soweto and those areas located in the public transportation management areas 

(gautrain stations, BRt stations, PRAsA railway stations). these areas will become the focus for the provi-

sion and upgrading of infrastructures in the short- to medium-term; and this should lead to greater economic 

development of these areas.76

the	city of Johannesburg local economic development (led)77 planning also	indicates	its intention to fund 

urban agriculture as a local economic development intervention. the city’s led Financial Plan (2009), for 

example, states that it will fund urban agriculture. selected urban agriculture projects to be funded by the 

coJ include Urban Agriculture skills centre (orange Farm) which will provide financial, training and technical 

assistance to emerging farmers. Another project with an urban agriculture component is the orlando ekhaya 

Precinct. this precinct is to be developed into a viable investment destination for mixed-use projects.
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the city of Johannesburg is in the process of finalising its Urban Agriculture strategy,78 which will put the city 

in line with other cities like cape town which have already drafted urban agriculture strategies.79

municipal by-laws80 regulate the keeping of livestock and game animals within the Johannesburg municipal 

area, which can also include the peri-urban area and its small-holdings. Also controlled with by-laws are 

activities such as abattoirs and the rendering of animal products. Just as informal and illegal urban dwellings 

and land invasions for settlement must be rectified, a situation of informal and illegal occupation of land for 

agriculture must also be regulated by the municipality. At the same time, existing by-laws may need to be 

reviewed to determine whether they are impediments to urban agriculture.

In conclusion, it would seem that urban agriculture is promoted in a fragmented way by the south African 

government at provincial (gauteng) and national level, and there is no national or provincial Urban Agricul-

ture strategy. It would seem that, in south Africa, urban farming will ultimately fall on municipalities to drive 

and support. thus urban agriculture needs to become part of municipal led plans, with full policy support, 

as has happened in cape town and ethekwini (durban) where the institutional response is well established.82

the city of Johannesburg identifies urban agriculture as an important economic, as well as survivalist, activity 

which it supports both in the IdP and led. the city of Johannesburg has drafted an Urban Agriculture strategy 

(2012) which has not yet been released to the public. An important planning issue to be considered innova-

tively by the coJ is that many poor households have no access to land at all and may well be a long way from 

any suitable land - for example, inner city residents. the real challenge for the city is to create urban farming 

opportunities for people who do not live in the peri-urban areas, yet may still need to do some form of home 

gardening, or backyard, or roof-top, farming. How land parcels can be made available, either permanently or 

temporarily, in these settings is the challenge which the city of Johannesburg needs to address. 

the important aspect for gauteng and the city of Johannesburg’s further economic development is that the 

subsistence farmers of today could, with support, become the small-holder farmers of the future and estab-

lish a new prosperous agrarian class in gauteng. the coJ municipality should seek funding from national 

government to support urban agriculture. It should also partner with the private sector, as well as city gov-

ernments in other countries where urban agriculture is practiced, to develop further knowledge and skills in 

this area, as well as to share local experiences. this is already happening in some of the metropolitan areas 

in south Africa, such as Buffalo city metropolitan municipality where a partnership, called netsAFRIcA82 

(which is a network to support decentralisation and local development policies in south Africa) has been 

formed between the south African government, the municipality, the Italian ministry of Foreign Affairs and 

the Regional government of tuscany. this partnership has established a pilot hydroponics project and a 

number of existing agricultural co-operatives have been further developed to address poverty in mdantsane. 

the city of Johannesburg and the gauteng province should establish similar agricultural networks and asso-

ciations to support small-scale, and emerging, farmers. the coJ could help such associations access lucra-

tive local or regional markets, as has been done in other developing countries and economies in transition.

the locality of the city of Johannesburg within gauteng Province is shown in the map below (map 1). orange 

Farm is located in the far southern extremty of Region g.

history	of	Orange	Farm

orange Farm was originally an isolated settlement with an origin rooted in apartheid city planning. Parnell 

and Pirie83 note that, in Johannesburg, city planners in the apartheid era attempted to reduce the growth 

of ‘black spots’ in the urban centres by establishing ‘site and service’ camps as depositories for squatters 

from other parts of the city. orange Farm became one of these consolidated informal settlement areas in the 

1980s. now it has been included as a settlement within the city of Johannesburg in gauteng province.

orange Farm
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gauteng province’s urban form is a legacy from the mining era (late 19th century to date). many of the towns 

and cities in gauteng, particularly on the east and west Rand, were developed to house mineworkers and to 

be centres for industries that provided goods and services to the mines. the segregation of urban residential 

areas along racial lines has been well documented and has resulted in black residents of the province’s cities 

living on the peripheries of the cities and towns. this has resulted in a vast urban sprawl – the opposite of 

compact cities in europe. 

the majority of migrants into orange Farm came from soweto, meyerton and everton.84 the first inhabitants 

of orange Farm arrived in 1988 from wieler’s Farm, a maize and cattle farm belonging to the wieler brothers 

in the grasmere area.85 A group of women rented dis-used chicken runs on wieler’s farm as space for accom-

modation. during the 1970s, as more people moved into the area, the wieler brothers rented more of their 

land to shack dwellers. 86 Because of complaints from neighbouring farmers, the then president of south 

Africa, P. w. Botha, promised that removals from the farm would take place by october 1988. Alongside the 

process of removals from this ‘black-spot’, the tPA (transvaal Provincial Administration) began developing 

orange Farm as an alternative site to accommodate the rapidly urbanising black population (leong, 2009).87 

the original farm bought for the new settlement was called orange Farm and this name was used for the 

township. At this stage, orange Farm lay outside the physical boundaries of Johannesburg, which ended at 

ennerdale and grasmere.88

MAP	1.	map to show location of orange Farm in the city of Johannesburg. source: city of Johannesburg.
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 most of the new arrivals were farm workers who had been laid off; others had been staying in other town-

ships and needed a piece of land on which to settle. Besides surviving through informal sector activities, 

including vegetable gardening, some of these former farm workers now work for various non-governmental 

agencies that offer training in market farming in the area.89 

By 1989, over 300 families had settled in orange Farm from wieler’s farm. At this time, some 4,300 sites also 

became available for settlement and the tPA offered residents a chance to purchase small 210 square metre 

site and service stands for R500, or rent these for R10 per month – with an additional R29 service levy every 

month. By 1991, the population of orange Farm had grown to over 70,000 residents. At this stage, developers 

had started building low-cost brick and tile homes for sale to the community (R8,500 each), with over 3,000 

being built. electricity reached the community in 1991 and was rolled out on an eskom pre-paid syste m. 

orange Farm had become a place where ‘people could create a strong sense of belonging, ownership and 

community’.90 By the 1980s, orange Farm was developed as a ‘properly planned town’ with each house as 

a free standing unit with a small piece of land (55 square metres). As pressure for housing increased in the 

area, the housing stock was not increased and shack settlements developed. After 1994, the shack settle-

ments were largely removed and residents in orange Farm were housed in Reconstruction and development 

Programme (RdP) houses.91 RdP housing has not kept pace with the housing demand in orange Farm, as 

evidenced by table 1 below which shows that roughly 40% of houses in the five wards are informal.

Socio-economic	context	in	Orange	Farm

In south Africa, as in the rest of the developing world, food security is of growing concern, with the Black 

sash reporting that 20 percent of south Africans are insecure about food.92 Poverty in Johannesburg’s Region 

g is extremely high and the majority of residents have no regular source of income.93 In Johannesburg, only 

a small percentage of households grow their own vegetables and this is largely a survivalist activity.94 In 

orange Farm, food insecurity appears to be worse than in other parts of the city. In a study undertaken in 

three low-income areas in Johannesburg, orange Farm fared the worst out of the three marginalised areas 

(viz. Alexandra, Joubert Park and orange Farm), with 60 percent of orange Farm respondents sampled 

reporting they were either severely, moderately or mildly food insecure.95. some 81 percent of households 

surveyed in orange Farm in the same study comprised between one and five members. orange Farm also 

reportedly had the largest proportion of households (out of the three study areas) which relied on pensions 

as their main source of income and an average of 41% of household income was spent on foodstuffs.96 this 

is well above the national average (23%).97

table 1 shows orange Farm data extracted from the 50 Priority wards study, gcRo. Indicators presented in 

the table above are for the five wards comprising orange Farm. eighteen indicators were used to rank 50 

priority wards in gauteng province. In the 50 Priority wards study, data on five hundred and eight wards 

were collected and each ward was ranked from best to worst off (1 = best and 508 = worst) for each of the 

indicators. orange Farm wards therefore score poorly (roughly in the bottom fifth) for many of the indicators 

reflected in the table).98

noteworthy is that ward Five has the highest percent of households without access to sanitation and elec-

tricity (for cooking and lighting). wards one and Five were also worst off with regard to percent of house-

holds without access to drinking water. Average monthly household income ranged between R2600-00 

(ward one) to R1800-00 (ward three) and the percent unemployed in each of the wards was high - ranging 

between 47 and 45 percent. this is significantly higher than the unemployment rate for the rest of the coJ 

(21.8%).99 the percentage of adults receiving social grants in all wards ranged between 17 and 13 percent. 

noteworthy, also, was the high number of female-headed households (ranging between 44 and 53 percent). 

the high number of child-headed households, averaging around three percent, would suggest that there is a 

need for increased social intervention and more food gardening projects to assist child-headed households 

with food and a source of income.
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The	locality	of	Orange	Farm	

orange Farm is some 45 km from the Johannesburg central 

Business district (cBd) and falls within the most southern 

aspect of Region g (see map 1) of the city of Johannes-

burg’s metropolitan area. main roads serving the area 

are the golden Highway (R553) and the m1. there is also 

a railway line that links Vereeniging and Johannesburg, 

with a station at stretford, a suburb of orange Farm. taxis 

(minibus) and private vehicles, as well as the train, are the 

links within these areas, as well as with the outside world. 

stretford station at orange Farm is an important asset for 

residents of the area because it provides relatively cheap 

transport to the central city area of Johannesburg.

orange farm, together with diepsloot and tembisa, are 

currently the most densely settled regions in the city of 

Johannesburg and are special development nodes for 

the city100. However, a visit to orange Farm shows that it 

is much more spread out than diepsloot, having formal 

stands with RdP homes, with few backyard shacks being 

observed. each RdP home has a small fenced yard with 

gardens and fruit trees. People keep dogs as watchdogs 

or pets. some areas of orange Farm appear to be less 

well-developed (for example driezek ext 5 (ward 5) and 

MAP	2. A satellite image of orange Farm and surrounds. 
(source: gcRo, interactive gIs website)

driezek (ward 4). driezek is a newly-incorporated area of orange Farm, which has untarred roads and no evidence of street 

lighting. the roads in this area are uneven with many pot holes.

A satellite image and map of orange Farm and surrounds (Map 2) is shown above (source: gcRo, interactive gIs website).

Land	cover

According to a review of the gcRo map of urban land cover, 2010, orange Farm is not situated in an important ecological area 

and has no irreplaceable natural elements that need protection in terms of the provincial c-Plan (Biodiversity conservation 

Plan). However, environmental impact assessments (eIAs) would still be required for any change of land use. In map 3 (below), 

the red line indicates the n12 motorway, while the star indicates the approximate location of orange Farm. orange Farm is 

classified as ‘urban’ or ‘grassland’.101

orange Farm has become a very large, formal residential area in a short space of time (some 30 years). Attention needs to 

be paid to the biodiversity and measures should be taken to protect the wetland area running through orange Farm (driezek 

extensions) from unwise development. In october 2011 (when the field research for this study was undertaken), there was a 

visible amount of water running through the wetland and weir, indicating a perennial water source or even a mountain seep 

which is a valuable wetland type. surrounding orange Farm there are untransformed grassland habitats, which are slowly 

being degraded through unplanned urban agriculture (field visit observation) and general human traffic.

Agricultural	potential

In terms of potential for urban and peri-urban agriculture, on the west side of orange Farm there are maize lands and com-

mercial, large scale farms and, on the eastern side, small agricultural holdings. the orange Farm area generally has low agri-

cultural potential, with a region of moderate and high potential agricultural land to the south (see map 4 below). despite this, 

the area is a maize and small-holder farming region. google earth images show extensive evidence of agricultural ploughing 

and small farming plots all around orange Farm.	the map below shows that orange Farm has mixed agricultural potential, with 

largely low or very low agricultural potential, with some areas of high and moderate potential.102
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MAP	3: the land-cover status of orange Farm and surrounds.
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MAP	4: map of the southern reaches of Region g of the city of 
Johannesburg, showing the agricultural potential of the area. 

Land-use	planning

since the early 1990s, gauteng has undergone a property boom resulting in the spread of urban devel-

opment in all directions. this has resulted in the loss of much agricultural land and bio-diversity on the 

periphery of urban development. the loss of high potential agricultural land due to urban sprawl was one of 

the identified key environmental issues in the gauteng environmental Implementation Plan (cited in gAds, 

2006).103 the loss of high potential agricultural land resulted in the need for a gauteng Agricultural Potential 

Atlas (gAPA) to assist in decision-making when changes of land-use are considered. 

Although the gauteng province makes up only 1.4% of the surface area of the Republic of south Africa, it has 

one sixth of south Africa’s best agricultural land.104 the high summer rainfall of 709 mm per annum makes 

the province conducive for summer grain farming on dry-land conditions, particularly maize.
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In some of the older municipalities in south Africa, particularly those in the arid areas of south Africa,105 

the municipalities historically bought land outside the town for use by poor white farmers. After 1994 and 

the democratic election, this land was kept and is now available for emerging black farmers, mostly for 

livestock grazing. these commonages are managed by a committee comprising municipal officials and rep-

resentatives of the commonage farmers. the municipal commonage system is not taken up substantially in 

gauteng. In and around gauteng, there are a number of commonages (one at walkerville and one outside 

kempton Park106), where individuals and groups can get access to land for crop farming. According to the 

provincial directorate of Agriculture officials, there is no commonage land near orange Farm other than the 

‘commonage’ near walkerville, which is about 20 km from orange Farm.107 commonage lands can act as 

training grounds for would-be commercial farmers to gain experience before moving onto their own farms. 

they offer a way for aspirant farmers to learn about good farming practices before they get their own farms. 

Water	and	irrigation	issues

Free basic water has changed the lives of urban residents in south African settlements and in areas where 

this is not yet provided. Access to safe water forms one of the strong threads in urban service delivery 

protests. the right to sufficient water is included in the south African constitution and, in 2001, the south 

African government made a decision to provide a basic amount of water free of charge to all citizens to 

achieve social equity following the end of apartheid in 1994. By 2007, more than 75 % of the south Afri-

can population has received access to free basic water, although this meant that still around seven million 

peopl e were without access.108 In orange Farm, water provision has been a critical issue with many protests 

over the years.109 
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Initial enquiries on the size and boundaries of orange Farm indicated that there was some confusion over 

what areas constituted orange Farm. For example, orange Farm is sometimes depicted as ennerdale/orange 

Farm on offi cial maps. offi cials in various government departments mostly seemed to agree on the sub-

places and wards that constituted orange Farm. these are expanded upon below:

City	of	johannesburg	defi	nition	of	Orange	Farm	-	the city of Johannesburg and the gauteng department of 

Agriculture and Rural development (gdARd) describe orange Farm as comprising fi ve wards. the 5th ward 

was included as part of the area for the municipal elections in 2011.110

Municipal	demarcation	Board	and	the	City	of	 johannesburg list the following sub-places within the fi ve 

wards as comprising orange Farm:

ward 1: stretford; stretford extensions 4 and 6

ward 2: stretford ext 3; orange Farm extension 3; lakeside

ward 3: orange Farm, extensions 1,4,7

ward 4: orange Farm Proper; driezek extension 4

ward 5: driezek, extensions1, 2 and Poortje 

Community	defi	nitions	of	Orange	Farm	-	whilst some respondents were not sure how many wards there 

were in orange Farm, others stated that there were fi ve wards. the confusion among residents as to how 

many wards there are in orange Farm may be due to the fact that the additional ward (ward Five) has only 

recently been added to the area, following the re-alignment of wards for the 2011 municipal elections. this 

confusion may contribute to residents not knowing who their ward councillors are.

the boundaries of orange Farm, the Vereeniging-Johannesburg railway line (east) and the n1 (west). the 

area straddles the golden Highway (R553). to the east are agricultural holdings and to the west are bigger 

agricultural holdings. much of the land immediately surrounding orange Farm is state-owned land, mainly 

owned by the city of Johannesburg.111

For our study we used the defi nition of orange Farm and wards designated by the municipal demarcation 

Board and the city of Johannesburg.

SECTiON	2

RESEARCH	FINDINGS
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QuALiTY	OF	LiFE	iN	ORANgE	FARM

when respondents were asked whether life in orange Farm was better than the former areas they lived in 

prior to orange Farm, opinions were mixed. A small number felt that life was better, whilst others indicated 

that life in orange Farm was the same as, or only slightly better than, other areas where they had moved 

from. the ambivalence expressed by respondents is likely to have been due to a combination of good and 

bad things they experienced about living in this area. more space and the opportunity to obtain one’s own 

house and some land were on the positive side; but, on the negative side, their material living conditions 

(poverty), and poor access to some services, as well as food-insecurity, depressed their sense of well-being.

Satisfaction	with	services	and	access	to	services

when respondents were asked what services they were most, and least, satisfied with, most people 

mentione d that the services they were least satisfied with were un-tarred roads and street lighting. some also 

mentioned electricity and water cuts. mention was also made of dissatisfaction with the shortage of health 

clinics, homes for the aged and the disabled and schools. other services that respondents were dissatisfie d 

with were waste removal, poor access to municipal land and housing. services that respondent s were most 

satisfied with included flushing toilets, access to water and electricity, RdP housing, good schools, tarred 

roads, street lights, government grants and the supply of tools for gardening. 

Findings suggest that there has been progress in orange Farm with the delivery of basic services, but that 

sometimes these services are not reliable (particularly relating to water and electricity cuts). Access to com-

munity services appeared to be difficult for many residents (there were too few clinics, hospitals were far 

away and homes for the disabled and the aged were virtually non-existent in the area).

Community	needs	and	perceptions	of	the	area

when respondents were asked whether there were any vulnerable groups living in their areas, most indicated 

they could think of such individuals. types of vulnerable individuals mentioned by respondents included the 

unemployed and poor, child-headed households, orphans, the sick (including those suffering from HIV and 

AIds), the aged, recipients of Home-Based care, disabled children, households headed by grandmothers, 

the youth. 

the kinds of interventions that were needed by orange Farm residents related to the need for more poverty-

relief and social development interventions, as well as strategies to overcome obstacles encountered by 

urban gardeners in the production of their vegetables. when respondents were asked to identify projects and 

programmes that were necessary to help poor people in their residential areas, a number of interventions 

were suggested. work and employment opportunities were mentioned frequently and these included job 

creation programmes and the need for a skills training centre for young people. opportunities for residents 

to create their own micro businesses (including sewing groups), more Food Banks and feeding schemes, 

were also suggested - as well as more development programmes for unemployed people, orphans and those 

living with HIV and AIds. the need for more Home Based care workers was also mentioned. A home for 

senio r citizen s was identified as another need. It was noted that this would serve two purposes: caring for 

the elderly, as well as providing residents with an opportunity for work in the field of care-giving. Projects that 

integrate housing with food gardening projects, such as ‘agri-villages’, were mentioned as a further need.

Food security in respondent households was explored by asking gardeners whether they were ever faced 

with having no food in their households due to a shortage of resources. Half of the respondents indicated 

that this was ‘sometimes’ the case. Respondents were somewhat reluctant to divulge this information. Per-

haps it seemed to imply a failure on their part. when gardeners were asked whether they were aware of 

other households in their area that experienced food shortages, all of them reported that they did know of 

other households in need. some indicated that these households asked them for food from their gardens. 

thus, for many respondent households, despite having gardens, food insecurity remained an issue.
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TYPES	OF	VEgETABLE	gARdENS	idENTiFiEd

An initial list of homestead, school and community gardens was supplied to the researchers by the gauteng 

department of Agriculture and Rural development (gdARd). However, site visits to orange Farm indicated 

that other types of urban gardens exist and these are described below:

•	 Homestead gardens are small gardens located in a yard of an RdP house or shack.

•	 supplementary homestead gardens are gardens that have expanded beyond the boundaries 

of the household yard into neighbouring vacant plots. In some cases, permission has been 

granted from the municipality to use this land.

•	 ‘school yard gardens’ are gardens located within a school yard, but are not part of the 

school. In some cases, gardeners have an agreement with the board of the school to use a 

portion of the land for a food garden

•	 ‘Project gardens’ are those that form part of an existing project. they are there to serve the 

purposes of a project, but are not the main feature of the project. they can be located in 

community crèches, day-care centres, projects for the disabled or churches.

•	 ‘community gardens’ are food gardens that have been developed by a group of people who 

have an interest in cultivating land for a food garden for subsistence purposes and to derive 

an income for members of the garden. the gardens are located on vacant land.

TABLE	2. the types of food gardens visited at orange Farm

Type	of	food	garden Number	of	representative	
food	gardens	visited

Homestead garden 4

supplementary garden 4

school garden 2

community garden 3

‘Project’ garden (attached to crèche, disability centre, religious centre) 5

total 18

TABLE	3:	list of schools and nursery schools visited in orange Farm 
 

Area	in	Orange	Farm	where	
schools	located

Type	of	food	garden	visited Name	of	garden	or	project

ward 4 Project garden Ufefe creche 

orange Farm, ext. 1, ward 3. Project garden modimo o moholo

(god is great). 

ward 4, driezek Project garden maranatha day care

ward 4, ext. 2 school garden Intlomipho Primary school. 

lakeside ext. 2, ward 2 school garden langalibalele dube Primary school).
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Homestead gardens 

Photograph 1 shows a typical suburban homestead veg-

etable garden in orange Farm. the water for cultivation is 

provided from the household tap and the 6000 litre free 

municipal water allocation.

Supplementary gardens

Photograph 2 shows a typical supplementary garden. 

note the hosepipe from the urban gardener’s household 

tap to the garden about 40 m away. As in the homestead 

gardens, the free 6000 litre allocation of municipal water 

is used for irrigation. the gardener’s house was next door 

to the garden and open veld surrounds this food garde n, 

which is located on the west side of orange Farm in 

driezek ext.1, ward 4.

School yard gardens

In the photograph below right, a typical school yard food 

garden is shown.

In the photograph below, women urban farmers farm veg-

etables for a school feeding scheme and the women sell 

their surplus production.

PhOTOgRAPh	1:	Homestead vegetable garden watered with 
household water. lakeside, ext.2, ward 2.

PhOTOgRAPh	2:	supplementary food garden. october 2011. 
driezek ext.1, ward 4

PhOTOgRAPh	3:	well-established and cared-for school yard 
garden, october 2011. langalibalele dube Primary school, 
lakeside ext. 2, ward 2.

PhOTOgRAPh	4: school yard project and the women who 
farm this large piece of land. october 2011. langalibalele 
dube Primary school, lakeside ext. 2, ward 2.
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Community gardens

community gardens can differ substantially, depending 

on their locality and soil type and the resources of the 

group of farmers. An under-resourced community garden 

is shown in Photographs 5 – 7. In this particular commu-

nity garden on the west side of orange Farm (driezek ext. 

5. ward 5), the soil quality is very poor. there is also no 

water on site. new virgin land is opened up to increase 

production as there are few nutrient inputs each year. the 

farmers rely on hosepipes and free municipal water dur-

ing winter and rainfall during summer. water is brought 

from a household 300 m away using a hosepipe. 

PhOTOgRAPh	5: this community garden is located in open 
veld in driezek ext. 5. ward 5, orange Farm, october 2011

PhOTOgRAPh	6: Another view of the poor soil of the 
community agriculture project on the periphery of driezek 
ext. 5. ward 5, orange Farm, october 2011

PhOTOgRAPh	7:	community farmers with their land in 
driezek ext. 5. ward 5, on the western edge of orange Farm, 
october 2011.

Project	gardens

An example of a project garden is that of the church group (photographs 8 and 9). the group is well-resourced 

and have developed a productive garden on one portion of the land (Photograph 8). the land was given to 

the participants by the municipality. It was also fenced by the municipality. sections of the plot have been 

cleared by hand and the soil quality is good. this land was formerly occupied by a squatter camp and after 

removal of the squatter shacks some sections were ploughed by a government tractor and driver with poor 

results (Photograph 9). the soil quality has also been negatively influenced by the large amount of litter still 

embedded in it.

Another example is that of the private school, Modimo O Moholu (‘god is great’) for disabled children and 

adults. the garden was established by the principal and has a very well-resourced food garden and orchard 

run on permaculture principles (see Photographs 10 and 11). After renting the land for some years, the prin-

cipal bought the land for the school from the city of Johannesburg municipality.
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PhOTOgRAPh	9: Poor ploughing of a large piece of the 
above community garden, orange Farm ext. 8, ward 4. the 
litter left behind when the shack settlement was cleared can 
be seen embedded in the soil. october 2011. 

PhOTOgRAPh	8: this sector of the community food garden 
is thriving, using water from households about 50 m away, 
orange Farm ext. 8, ward 4. october 2011.

PhOTOgRAPh	11:	Another view of the modimo o moholo 
school yard in orange Farm with its neat and productive 
permaculture gardens. orange Farm ext. 3, ward 3. 
october 2011.

PhOTOgRAPh	10: the principal of the private school for 
disabled children and adults, modimo o moholu. orange 
Farm ext. 3, ward 3.
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dESCRiPTiON	OF	gARdENERS

For the study on food gardens in orange Farm, twenty gardeners were interviewed, from 18 vegetable 

garden s. some of the gardens had two or more participants, but not all participants were interviewed. gar-

dens from all five wards in orange Farm were interviewed (see details below in table 4).

TABLE	4: list of food gardens visited in orange Farm by garden type

Area	in	Orange	Farm	where	interviews	were	conducted Type	of	food	garden	visited

driezek ext 5 (ward 5) community garden

ward 2, lakeside ext 2, community garden

ward 3 community garden

ward 4, driezek, ext. 5 Homestead garden

ward 2 Homestead garden

no details collected Homestead garden

ward 2 Homestead garden

ward 4 Project garden

ward 3, ext. 1, Project garden

ward 4, driezek Project garden

ward 3, driezek, ext. 8 Project garden

ward 4, ext 4 Project garden

ward 4, ext. 2 school garden

ward 2, lakeside ext. 2 school garden

ward 4, driezek ext. I supplementary garden

ward 5, ext. 8a. stretford supplementary garden

ward 1, ext. 1 supplementary garden

ward 3, ext. 1 supplementary garden

desire	to	engage	in	urban	farming

Although the vulnerable and destitute in orange Farm do receive food parcels and social grants, respondent s 

felt that people need to grow vegetables so they can save money, because they then do not need to buy 

vegetables.  In addition, fresh food produced locally is ‘healthier for you’ said some respondents. A most 

hopeful statement was that there is a demand in orange Farm for fresh produce and, therefore, orange 

Farm should produce all of its own fresh produce. this would be a very worthwhile vision for the develop-

ment planners of the city of Johannesburg to keep in mind when they allocate land for future projects. the 

Agricult ural directorate of the gauteng department of Agriculture and Rural development could also sup-

port the vision through their extension services and allocation of starter packs and training.

Age and gender profiles

most of the gardeners who were interviewed were in their middle to later years and female, with respondent s 

aged between 40 and 65 years (see photograph 12 below). there were only a few younger gardeners, the 

youngest being eighteen years of age (male). the high numbers of gardeners in their middle years or older, 

suggests that urban agriculture and food gardening is not that popular among the younger generation 
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TABLE	5: Profile of gardeners and reasons for moving to orange Farm

Age	of	gardener	
(range)

Gender	of	the	
gardeners	
(n=20)

Length	of	stay	in	Orange	
Farm	(range)

Reasons	for	moving	to	Orange	Farm

Average Age 45 
years

Range: 18-60 + yrs.

women =14

men =6

Average number of years: 16 
years

Range: 3-30 + years

more space available in orange Farm 
versus overcrowding in previous home

wanted own house and houses were 
‘available’ in orange Farm

Better quality of life

cost of living less in orange Farm

Origins	of	urban	farmers

whilst the length of time gardeners had lived in orange Farm ranged from three to 30 years, the average 

number of years gardeners had lived in orange farm was sixteen. this suggested that gardeners interviewed 

were ‘settled’ residents with livelihoods and income-earning strategies that enabled them to stay in one resi-

dential area for a lengthy period of time. when respondents were asked where they had lived before moving 

to orange Farm, a number of places were identified. soweto was a place mentioned by seven respondents. 

other areas included germiston, Honeydew, wieler’s Farm (in the grasmere area), the eastern cape (transk ei 

and Queenstown), gwa majazana (an area located close to the Free state) and newcastle.

the most often-cited reason for moving to orange Farm was because of the perception that there was more 

space and there were opportunities to obtain one’s own stand and a subsidised house. some respondents 

reported that their overcrowded living conditions were the pull-factor to orange Farm; whilst a sense that 

the cost-of-living was less expensive and that it was a better place to live (better quality of life) were other 

reasons cited. the opportunity to undertake urban agriculture was not cited by any respondent as a reason 

for their move to orange Farm.

Food	gardening	experience	and	agricultural	skills	

It had been assumed that, by interviewing people who were undertaking some form of ‘urban agriculture’ 

in a newly urbanised settlement like orange Farm, there would be a number of people who had recently 

lived or worked on farms. or, at the very least, people whose parents had once lived on farms and that this 

PhOTOgRAPh	12: A group of three women urban farmers, 
october 2011. orange farm ext.2, ward 2.

(see table 5). Food gardening and agriculture is not a 

subject in the school curriculum and there is, therefore, 

little attempt to stimulate interest in this as a livelihood 

activit y for new school leavers. 

two-thirds of gardeners interviewed were women. there is 

also a very high percentage of female-headed households 

in orange Farm - as highlighted in table 1 (between 44 

and 48 percent across the five wards). Female household 

heads, particularly in the homestead garden catego ry, 

most likely resort to food gardening as one of a number 

of livelihood strategies.
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knowledge would have been utilised by household members to provide fresh produce. However, this study 

showed that only six out of the 20 respondents had once lived on farms in various parts of south Africa, 

swaziland and lesotho, either as workers or as the children of farm workers or of actual farmers (swaziland 

and lesotho).

most respondents had little formal knowledge of vegetable gardening or farming and, instead, were moti-

vated by a need to feed their families or do something good for their communities as they were sensitive to 

the needs of those around them. many learned by doing. most of the homestead, or supplementary home-

stead, gardens did not aim to sell produce to local street vendors or other markets, although some sold their 

produce ‘over the fence’ if people came and asked them for vegetables. those tending homestead gardens, 

or supplementary gardens, generally had no formal training (3 out of 5), with 2 out of 5 having previous 

exposure to an agricultural way of life. two out of four school yard respondents had some exposure to agri-

culture, while one out of two of the crèche food gardeners had some exposure to agriculture. those attempt-

ing the bigger community projects had some training or exposure to an agricultural way of life in some cases. 

Agricultural	training	received

with regard to training received (either formal or informal) one project participant stated that she was taught 

by a priest at the Roman catholic church in driezek; while another watched an sABc 2 farming programme 

that was aired early in the morning. many were thirsty for knowledge about agriculture, yet had no access to 

printed material or to magazines such as Farmers’ weekly or Agriteng (published by gdARd), or the Internet. 

Respondents seemed to ‘wait’ for extension officers from provincial government to come and help them with 

their agricultural problems, but the provincial extension service is currently under-resourced in this regard 

(operating at a ratio of one extension officer for 1,000 farmers, compared to best practice of 1:300).112

this lack of formal knowledge or farming experience, while not detrimental to vegetable growing at the 

household and supplementary food production level, may have an impact on the bigger gardening projects 

(community level projects). 

the lack of formal knowledge influences choices of the types of vegetables grown in all types of projects 

(with a preponderance of spinach and cabbage).  this also has an effect on lack of innovation in growing 

other vegetables which may be more challenging to grow (such as Brussels sprouts and other Brassicas, 

sweet potatoes, peanuts, pumpkins, lettuce, green peppers, fruit trees and berries). In addition, the ability 

of gardeners to manage their profitability may be influenced by a lack of sound agricultural knowledge.

none of the projects grew ‘indigenous leafy vegetables’ (Chenopodium sp. or Amaranthus sp.) or medicinal 

plant species, but only ‘grew the vegetables that people liked to eat’. some of the respondents expressed 

a love for gardening and an interest in growing novel plants, although they were not always able to do this 

because of lack of resources and knowledge. one respondent wanted to know how to cultivate peanuts,  

for example.

 with regard to the long-term agricultural sustainability of food gardens (measured through respondents’ 

access to water and knowledge about compost-making and use), there were some problems with gardens 

that were visited. A lack of resources appeared to impact on the agricultural sustainability of the projects. 

most of the bigger projects seemed to operate at the edge of non-viability (i.e. plants did not look healthy, 

many areas were planted but there were gaps where no plants were growing and the soil looked unsuitab le 

for planting - particularly the community garden visited in driezek). this is in line with the Agricultural 

Potenti al maps for the region (gRco website) which indicates very low agricultural potential for this area. 

this need not be a fatal flaw as, with time and organic inputs, soil productivity can be improved. 
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Livelihood	Activities	of	Vegetable	gardeners	

Unemployment is high in orange Farm and individuals and households undertake a variety of activities in 

order to provide cash and/or food for themselves and their families. many of the respondents interviewed 

relied on social grants (pensions). Having a pension creates a somewhat secure platform for many older 

people to engage in food gardening, often with philanthropic intentions (a desire to grow food for a school or 

crèche; giving vegetables to home-based care groups, the aged, or even to child-headed households). oth-

ers engage in a variety of activities. these may include such activities as buying and selling of clothes; their 

spouse may have work in the formal sector (domestic work); they may have their own business (hairdressin g 

salon, tuck shop) or may sell commercial products door to door, do sewing or beadwork, make and sell 

atchar, run a crèche, earn a small stipend cooking for a school, or work as a labourer on the roads. For some 

gardeners (four out of the 20 respondents), selling produce from vegetable gardens or community projects 

is their only source of income. 

we did not ask about the prevalence of child-support grants in households, although two households that 

we visited had young children in the house.

It was encouraging to see that a 17 year old male, who is unemployed and who has only a primary school 

education, has a homestead garden with a ‘supplementary garden’, which helps to sustain him while he 

seeks further education and training. 

the income generated by vegetable gardens or community projects was not explored in this study. one 

communit y group volunteered that their income was pooled and there was only one pay-out per year. 

membe rs therefore need to have other sources of income that support them during the year.

one of the respondents who set up a school for disabled children and adults about 10 years ago, now draws 

a salary from her school, as well as from a ‘state-of-the-art’ permaculture vegetable garden which has been 

supported by both JAm and Food and trees for Africa.

POTENTiAL	FOR	FARMiNg/FOOd	gARdENiNg	ACTiViTiES	iN	ORANgE	FARM

this section explores the farming preferences of food gardeners and whether they need more land to farm. 

The	land	hunger	and	desire	to	be	a	farmer	in	Orange	Farm

the land reform policy for south Africa reflects both the necessity that land is distributed, and owned, on 

a more equitable basis; and that emerging farmers are able to get access to good quality land to realise 

their agricultural ambitions. However, the failure of the land reform process after land has been distributed 

or claims settled has largely been because creating a successful black farming class is not as simple as re-

distributi ng land. Farming is difficult and risky and capital-intensive. It can create poverty (debts) rather than 

alleviate poverty. 

to test the land hunger among orange Farm vegetable gardeners, respondents were asked if they would 

want more land for their farming activities and whether they would like to become commercial farmers. All 

– except two - respondents stated that they would like to own, or access, more land for agriculture. the two 

exceptions were elderly respondents who cited their age as a reason for having to be realistic about bigger 

farming enterprises, even though they might have liked more land if they were younger. Age did not stop the 

other post-50 year olds from desiring more land to farm and, in some cases, to progress towards becoming 

commercial farmers.
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the desire of respondents in orange Farm to have a farm of their own and engage in commercial farming was 

probed. It was also questioned as to whether those seeking more land had an understanding of the risks 

that were involved in farming. 

two respondents who answered negatively said that they didn’t want more land because they already had 

other occupations - for example, they were already running a crèche. Another said he/she had enough church 

land. two further respondents felt the land (school yard project) was already too big for them and they were 

‘too tired’ to farm; while another with a supplementary garden said he was content with what he had and 

that it was ‘enough’. other respondents wanted a piece of land double or three times what they already had, 

whether it was a household garden, a supplementary household garden or a community project - and said 

that they would prefer this extra land to be close to where they were already located. others wanted much 

bigger farms, around 40 ha, for commercial farming, or just ‘more’, but they couldn’t say how much more. 

desire	to	become	commercial	farmers

three of the respondents interviewed wanted to progress to becoming commercial farmers, with livestock 

and crops, or even venture into agro-processing. when respondents were asked to identify what they 

would need to become commercial farmers, most had to be prompted. most respondents gave lists like 

needin g “training skills, seeds, livestock, land, tractors, ploughs and other equipment, water” or boreholes, 

equipmen t for farming and marketing support. Another gardener added that he would need a better under-

standing of farming, especially livestock farming. gardeners gave no realistic suggestions as to how they 

would access farming resources. 

when a gardener was asked whether he would recognise good quality land, he responded by saying “those 

who are providing the land must check the quality of the soil,” suggesting that he had little practical knowl-

edge of farming. this suggests that gardeners are reliant on a top-down approach to satisfying their needs. 

they seem to be under-skilled to resolve challenges with regard to local farming. this could also be seen as an 

indication of their disempowerment and how they ‘wait’ for government to give them opportunities and land.

only one respondent who wanted his own farm realistically indicated that he would need “people to work 

the land” – indicating some realism in understanding what was required for farming. He also indicated that, 

although he wanted his own farm, farming was not something that one could do single-handedly. one of the 

young respondents was very ambitious and knowledgeable and we got a sense that he had enough entre-

preneurial drive to succeed in owning his own commercial farm one day in the future.

Farming	aspirations	

those respondents who wanted to farm were asked whether they would want to farm as individuals or in 

a group. Five respondents indicated they would prefer to farm on their own. most of the other respondents  

(6 out of 20) indicated they would prefer to be in a group farming enterprise where they could learn from 

each other and share labour, risks and benefits. the rest of the sample was made up of those who would not 

want to farm commercially or who had no response.

Respondents were also asked whether they would want to farm with livestock or crops. most who wanted to 

engage in commercial farming would consider both livestock and crops, while one farmer who had trainin g 

with chicken production would like to focus on this. two respondents said they would like to know more 

about agro-processing. one of these respondents indicated he would like to engage in agro-processing. He 

appeared to have some knowledge of what was required by stating that he would need a variety of skills 

including packaging skills, management skills, managing cold rooms, etc.
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Respondents were also asked whether they would want to stay in orange Farm or farm elsewhere to under-

take their large-scale farming aspirations. most wanted to stay in the orange Farm area, which is the area 

that they knew, including walkerville, while some stated they would like to farm elsewhere where perhaps 

there ‘wouldn’t be so much crime’. A respondent who was interested in chicken farming (broilers and eggs) 

felt that theft would be a serious issue in, or around, orange Farm and she would like to be somewhere else, 

but did not have a location in mind.

LANd	iSSuES	AT	ORANgE	FARM

Land	and	the	need	for	food	gardening	in	Orange	Farm

Respondents stated that orange Farm “is a big place and that people will always want to buy food, so a ready 

market for fresh produce exists”. due to poverty in the area, there is a need for more food gardens because 

people don’t always have cash to buy food for themselves and their families. Respondents were also of the 

opinion that there is a need to create economic opportunities for local residents, such as urban agriculture. 

there was also a sense that food gardening could be used to help “keep the youth off the streets”. when 

gardeners were asked whether there was a need for food gardens in their area of orange Farm, one of the 

respondents said that there was a need because people ask him about his garden and how to get started. 

He sometimes gives seedlings to people to help them get started. Another respondent stated that there are 

not enough food gardens and that there are more people who want to grow food gardens than there is land 

at orange Farm.

A respondent added, “there is a lot of poverty and hunger in the area. People do get food parcels, but people 

do need to grow vegetables so they can save money because they then do not need to buy vegetables. Also, 

fresh food produced locally is healthier for you.” Another respondent said that food gardening is not very 

desirable as an activity. the young people don’t want to do this. ‘Young people don’t want to wait – they want 

quick results and a fast income’. 

Availability	of	municipal	land	for	urban	farming	

As the photograph below suggests, there is still an abun-

dance of open land that could be used for farming in, and 

around, orange Farm and that this land was previously 

used for farming. traces of old farming activities can still 

be seen (see photograph 13 below). the recent land-

use for this area was farming, as per the original name 

‘wieler’ s Farm’.

All twenty respondents indicated that it would be a good 

idea for the municipality to set aside suitable land for 

urban agriculture, as more people want to do more farming 

in orange Farm. the land should be set aside, either per-

manently or for temporary use, for food garden projects. 

RdP	housing	and	homestead	plots

Although people are very poor, and many are unemployed, most people have small parcels of land around 

their RdP houses and could do some vegetable gardening. each RdP house and stand is often already 

fenced, as well as having household taps to supply irrigation water. there is also an abundance of other land 

in orange Farm, including school yards and open plots of land and servitudes (like the land on either side 

PhOTOgRAPh	13:	An example of land within the urban area 
of orange Farm which has been previously ploughed and 
used for farming (driezek area).
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of the railway line). However, not all the land is available for long-term food gardening or agriculture. some 

of this land is earmarked for future developments. nevertheless, this land is already being used in a short-

term, flexible manner for food gardens. through a letter of authorisation from the city of Johannesburg, 

individua ls and community projects are able to use this land for agriculture. In some cases, this land has 

been fenced by the municipality and ploughed by the province and it would seem that some certainty exists 

that this land will remain open as the settlement possibly develops and densifies in the future. 

there is not only government land for vegetable gardening, but other privately-owned land which can be 

farmed, as highlighted by a gardener, “there is already lots of space on this property which is church land 

and we could grow more vegetables.” 

gardeners were also asked who would manage municipal farming land in orange Farm if this was set aside 

formally. All said that those who farm the land should manage it. 

Soil	quality	and	agricultural	potential	

Respondents were asked whether or not the municipality (city of Johannesburg) should put aside land 

permane ntly for urban farming in, or near, orange Farm, rather than rely on the temporary use of available 

land awaiting development. All said that this would be a good idea. one respondent stated that there is 

much land available in, and around, orange Farm, but noted that the soil is not good for planting. It would 

be suitable for cattle grazing. However, cattle grazing would not be allowed within the residential area, but 

vegetable farming is acceptable according to municipal by-laws. 

the agricultural potential in, and around, orange Farm is low (gAPA113 and gcRo114) and the soils visibly 

appear to be very poor (driezek for example has grey, hard sandy soil, while, in other areas, there are very 

large rocks strewn about the landscape). In the orange Farm area, the general poor quality of soil would 

mitigate against the setting aside of land for agriculture, yet people are already gardening there and desire 

additional land close to where they live in orange Farm. 

A concern raised by a respondent about the temporary use of land for agriculture that is underway in orange 

Farm is that the poor soil in orange Farm needs improvement and that this can only be achieved through 

long-term investment in soil quality. Poor soils can be improved over time with the addition of organic 

materia l, but any expenditure of effort to improve the soils over time in orange Farm would be wasted if the 

land was then removed for other development. 

The	spatial	dimension	of	‘nutrient	poverty’	

orange Farm appears to be ‘nutrient poor’ in terms of food gardeners trying to grow good quality produce 

in vegetable gardens with poor soil. gardeners interviewed are affected by poor quality soil and the lack of 

access to compost for their farming endeavours. there is no material to make compost on the sites and even 

the homestead gardens struggle get enough material to make compost. 

By contrast, Johannesburg is very nutrient rich. there would appear to be more compost and organic materi al 

than the city can deal with. Pikitup Johannesburg (Pty) ltd and its composting scheme process garden cut-

tings and material from the municipal trees to produce bags of compost for sale. In addition, in the affluent 

areas of Johannesburg, people can afford to buy compost and fertilizers and are probably over-fertilizing 

their gardens, but - in orange Farm - no-one has money to buy fertilizers or compost to improve their food 

gardens. there is a once-off opportunity to salvage organic material when land is cleared of basic vegetation 

but, in winter, there is little organic matter on the surface.
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Food gardeners in orange Farm rely on start-up allocation s 

of compost provided by gdARd to begin their gardens. 

However, after that, they don’t seem to use compost and 

their production is likely to decline in a very short time 

without this basic input. one school vegetable gardening 

group was growing spinach under shade-cloth tunnels, 

with river sand in black plastic bags. the spinach looked 

very good, but river sand is not a good medium in which 

to grow nutritious vegetables. 

one homestead vegetable gardener seemed to be using 

material from his pit latrine to fertilize his fields, some-

thing which could have serious health consequences to 

people who buy and eat his produce.

while the food gardeners were still growing vegetables 

during winter, the poor quality of the soil indicates that 

a good harvest may not be guaranteed every year unless 

inputs of compost/manure are made each year. this 

is something which seems unlikely, given the current 

resource constraints on the vegetable gardeners. 

An example of nutrient stress in some of the crops was 

the cabbages that were observed in a school yard garden 

that were not forming heads. cabbages are ‘heavy feed-

ers’ and need well-composted soil to grow properly and 

produce heads. the respondent did not know this, nor 

does she have any agricultural inputs to add to the soil to 

improve the quality of the yield. despite this, the cabbages 

observed were being used in the school feeding scheme. 

Also, wilted spinach was cooked to boost the midday 

meal for children at a crèche, who are aged from about 

two years to six years of age. the nutritional value of these 

cabbag es would be sub-optimal (see photographs 14 and 

15). what can also be seen in this area (driezek extension s) 

is that the area is very flat and the soil quality is very poor. 

Unless agriculture is carried out in tunnel s with nutrient 

addition s, this area is not suitable for cultivatin g crops.

PhOTOgRAPh	14:	Poor quality spinach produced in 
makeshift tunnels next to a driezek ext. 3 crèche. 

PhOTOgRAPh	15: makeshift agricultural tunnels to shelter 
spinach cultivated for a crèche feeding scheme.

LEVEL	OF	SuPPORT	FOR	FOOd	gARdENiNg	PROjECTS	iN	ORANgE	FARM	

It is a government priority to achieve food security, particularly in under-resourced areas (national Integrated Food security 

strategy 2002; gauteng Integrated Food security strategy, 2009) as the unemployment rate and associated food insecurity 

is of national concern. Food gardening offers an opportunity to make households more self-sufficient in the context of high 

unemployment, low household income levels and high expenditure of household budgets on food. Food gardening is not 

entirely straightforward and some training and external support is needed, particularly for the bigger community projects 

where both the technical skills required and challenges escalate, as does the complexity of managing group dynamics. 
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Provincial	government	support	for	food	gardens

communities in orange Farm look to government, mostly to the gauteng department of Agriculture and 

Rural development (gdARd), for agricultural support. they see the city of Johannesburg municipality as the 

sphere of government that can give them access to land. Provincial land, in the form of school yards, is made 

available for school food garden projects. 

the variety of support given by gdARd is considerable 

and is worth about R40 000-00 in a once-off grant of 

equipment and not cash to a group project (gdARd 

Annual Report, 2010). If a borehole (Photograph 16) and 

fencing is provided, this value can go up to R120 000-

00 per group project.115 Unfortunately, in some cases, 

the usefulness of the goods and services delivered by 

gdARd is disappointing, with four boreholes in various 

school yard projects visited for this study not working. 

Recipients mentioned that these installations had never 

worked. A wendy house given to one community project 

collapsed in a wind shortly after delivery. In other cases, 

communities and individuals ‘wait’ for a long time to 

receive inputs and assistance from gdARd. other chal-

lenges exist with regard to shipping containers given by 

the municipality to project participants being ‘stolen’ or 

vandalised and equipment being sold at the start of the 

project, thereby stalling the project.

gdARd also visits projects once a month to check on pro-

duce and the record-keeping of gardeners with regard 

to produce surpluses after subsistence consumption.

Residents volunteer to participate in food gardening projects and government does not ‘recruit’ people into the 

projects. For the community food gardens, there are a number of basic requirements that have to be met: there 

should be an interested/motivated group and the group has to develop a constitution and a list of members.116

Municipal	support	for	food	gardens

the city of Johannesburg (coJ) also encourages people to have food gardens. groups are supported institu-

tionally by way of the city assisting them by drafting a formal constitution for the food garden groups. coJ 

then provides vegetable packs from city deep to support people while their vegetable gardens are grow-

ing. the city of Johannesburg works closely with gdARd and also assists people to access municipal land, 

but sometimes also provincial land, for food garden projects. through the city of Johannesburg’s ‘Propcom’ 

(Property committee), land is set aside for housing, but there is not much focus on setting aside land for 

agriculture. Urban land is not zoned for agriculture and any formal farming is done “far away”.117 People do, 

however, approach the city of Johannesburg’s Propcom and are granted access to land for farming for a short 

period until it is built upon. 

other government support includes the community work Programme (cwP). this is a government work 

programm e that aims to give people jobs in communities. community work Programmes include a wide 

range of activities in poor areas. Assistance with food gardening and neighbourhood clean-ups may form 

part of these programmes.118 In orange Farm, besides these kinds of activities, the cwP includes food gar-

dening training at school level. through teaching children at school the basics of food gardening, the parents 

also learn more about this activity because children pass on their knowledge from school to parents.119

PhOTOgRAPh	16:	Borehole which had 
been installed at a school yard vegetable 
growing project. this borehole and its 
pump have never worked.
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the gauteng department of Agriculture also arranges ‘mini market’ days in Poortje (a neighbouring peri-

urban settlement) where there are stalls for food gardeners to sell their produce. orange Farm gardeners are 

also able to sell their produce at these events that are on pensioner pay-days.

Fencing	provided	by	the	municipality	

the fencing provided by government was seen as essential. Although the household gardeners all stated that 

they generally had few problems with their vegetables being stolen, the bigger projects experienced theft. 

those projects supported by the municipality were fenced by the municipality. For example, the orange Farm 

churches Against Poverty employment Farming project in ward 4 and also a project near the Roman catholic 

church (driezek ext 8, ward 3) were fenced. the large, unfenced community project (driezek ext 5, ward 5) 

which is not yet supported by the municipality was reported to have had severe problems with theft. this 

was so bad that they were building their own shed for members to take turns as ‘nightwatchmen’ and watch 

the field during the night. In this project, members took their equipment (hoes, gumboots) home with them 

each night.

Another need identified was the shortage of farming extension officers to provide agricultural guidance and 

support to food gardeners in orange Farm. the gdARd official responsible for orange Farm in the Randfon-

tein office of the department reported that they had three extension officers to service the needs of farmers 

under their jurisdiction and the current ratio of extension officers to farmers is 1:1,000, whereas the ratio 

should ideally be between 1: 350 / 1: 500.120

Existing	support	from	non-profit	and	community-based	organisations

most respondents were aware of other poverty-relief projects in orange Farm. these included Home-based 

care groups for HIV/AIds patients, as well as for the elderly; feeding schemes at schools121 and various 

food parcel programmes (often arranged by church groups). A number of ngos and cBos providing poverty 

programmes were listed by respondents, including JAm122; the Hope nutrition Project and Food and trees  

for Africa.123

JAm provides interventions in orange Farm that include support for existing food gardens. Before providing 

support for gardeners, they assess their needs after visiting the gardens. In this way, JAm is able to prioritise 

solutions and interventions based on key challenges. Backyard gardeners receive a week’s training and a 

starter pack with seeds as a basic intervention. JAm monitors the gardening projects it supports and also 

has a farmer mentoring and extension service that has proven to be very useful. this service facilitates 

the sharin g of knowledge, as well as providing a gardener support mechanism for gardeners to assist one 

another where there is a need.124

The	information	needs	of	urban	farmers

generally, individuals taking care of homestead food gardens need on-going access to good quality seeds 

and information, such as how to make and use compost. those participating in bigger community projects 

need help with clearing and ploughing the land (and loan of tractors), fencing the land, getting water to the 

land and also with the on-going expense of agricultural inputs (fertilizers or compost). Information require-

ments for urban farming needs to be addressed by government, as well as by ngos.

Water	needs	for	food	garden	projects

Respondents were asked whether they had enough water for gardening and where they accessed the water 

from. sixteen of the 18 projects covering the full variety of food gardening projects (household food gardens, 

supplementary food gardens, schools, crèches and community food gardens) use free household water, 
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which is the 6,000 litres of water given to households by the municipality. without this water, it is not certain 

that these respondents would be able to maintain their vegetable gardening activities at all. In most cases, 

respondents had bought hosepipes and fittings to water their vegetables, sometimes up to 200 m away from 

the tap. In one case, the hosepipe ran 300 m through the veld and was inadequate to water a food garden 

of the size that was laid out. maize was planted in this particular garden, which is a rain fed crop; but other 

vegetables are very water-sensitive, particularly in the early stages. In this case, the project members paid 

households for access to some of their 6,000 litres of free water and one other community project did the 

same. this purchase of water essentially created a small income source for these neighbours who could 

convert their ‘free’ 6,000 litres of water into cash. other gardeners used watering cans for short distances. 

six respondents indicated they had ‘enough’ water for their gardens. seven respondents were of the view 

that they did not have sufficient water. of the respondents who indicated that they had enough water, all 

were homestead gardeners, with smaller manageable plots, using the free 6,000 litre water supply avail-

able to their households. Respondents who reported that they did not have enough water were all working 

on community projects, which tended to be large gardens (estimated at between one and two hectares), 

requirin g long hosepipes either connected to their yard tap or a tap in a neighbouring yard. Four respond-

ents indicated that they sometimes had water problems or were expecting to encounter water problems in 

the future in relation to their food gardening. their water supply was irregular (sometimes the municipal 

water was cut off to their area) and they felt that, if they were to expand their gardens, they would not have 

sufficient water from existing sources. three of these respondents were from community garden projects. 

Boreholes seem problematic for under-resourced gardeners/urban farmers in the area, mainly because of 

their maintenance costs and the cost of electricity to run the pumps. the three boreholes (school yard pro-

jects) that we visited were installed by gdARd, but had never worked. 

The	need	for	a	policy	on	urban	agriculture	

An issue raised by stakeholders who participated in the research start-up meeting concerned government 

institutional support. It was claimed that the city of Johannesburg (coJ) does not have a Food security Policy 

that has been agreed to at council level, with the policy still being in the draft stage. this has resulted in 

no money being allocated for food security interventions from coJ, thus slowing progress with the develop-

ment of food gardening in the city. Johannesburg does allow its own land to be used for food gardening, but 

there does not appear to be any plan relating to the allocation of land specifically for food gardening and 

gardener s ‘invade’ land on adjacent plots when they expand their gardens. land zoned for agriculture is far 

from residential areas in orange Farm and therefore is less accessible.125 with respect to gaining access to 

provincial land, gardeners are required to sign a lease agreement with the province if they wish to use this 

land for gardening.126 Vacant schools, including land designated for schools in orange Farm, can be used 

until such time as that land is designated for alternative development.

ThE	ORANgE	FARM	LOCAL	ECONOMY

while orange Farm is part of a bigger city and provincial economy, there is a vibrant local economy with 

many traders and other small enterprises (see table below). while some people source labour and goods 

(like fresh produce) for sale from within orange Farm, in general, people within orange Farm need resources 

(such as cash) to be able to access and participate in the bigger economy. the current overall contribution of 

vegetable gardening to the local economy is likely very small and largely survivalist. 

table 6 lists the types of businesses and economic activities that were observed in orange Farm.
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TABLE	6 survey of economic activities in orange Farm

Economic	Activity 			Additional	comments

Taxi	driving	and	associated	activities	
(Car	and	taxi	repair	workshops,	car	
and	taxi	washing)

toyota Ventures service the needs of local residents for local trips, while minibus taxis 
offer the longer distance runs (e.g. into Johannesburg, Vereeniging or Potchefstroom).

Building	material	suppliers	and	
associated	activities	(Brick	yards)	

Both formal (cash Build) and informal (a variety of builders’ yards with just building 
sand and bricks for sale, often at the side of the road or on a vacant lot) exist in and 
around orange Farm.

Hair	salons	 there are many of these and they are often in a small shack next to the main RdP 
house. 

Homestead	tuck	shops these are attached to people’s RdP houses.

Pavement	tailor	 observed one outside the local Pick and Pay supermarket.

Funeral	parlours	 two funeral parlours were observed in orange Farm, run from homesteads. there is a 
cemetery in orange Farm. 

Informal	traders	along	busy	roads	and	
at	intersections	

selling fresh produce, live chickens, cell phone apparatus, re-treaded tyres, recycled 
engine oil), and also at the stretford station.

Trucks	for	hire mostly very old trucks that probably are not road worthy any longer.

Donkey	and	horse	carts	–	 collecting scrap metal for sale.

Pick	‘n	Pay	supermarket,	Spar,	
U-Save/Shoprite	

Pick ‘n Pay currently buy their fresh produce from city deep.

Petrol	station	 manager, petrol attendants.

Schools	and	crèches	–	 Pay teacher salaries, as well as kitchen staff, cleaners, gardeners, security staff and 
night watchmen. many crèches are run by volunteers or get a stipend from a church or 
other agency.

Sale	of	livestock	-	 chickens were observed in cages on the main road and a board advertised the sale of 
various kinds of livestock (see photograph 21 below).

Internet	Service	Provider A sign was observed outside a residential house

Roadside	butchery sells cows’ heads from an abattoir and the meat. some of the meat is also cooked and 
sold.

live fowls are sold on street corners in orange Farm (see 

photograph 17). It was found that these are ‘old layers’ 

(hens which have reached the end of the egg-producing 

stage) and are sold cheaply to traders.

traders and small businesses are everywhere in orange 

Farm, indicating an entrepreneurial spirit in the set-

tlement. Although residents of orange Farm do not 

have abundant resources, they are able to able to start 

‘street’ businesses. examples of local businesses include  

Venture-type taxis which serve orange Farm residents for 

local trips and a home-built cell phone stall as shown in 

photographs 18 and 19 . PhOTOgRAPh	17: live chickens for sale at a busy 
intersection in orange Farm, october 2011.
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A	scan	of	the	Stretford	Station	traders	

the bulk of informal produce traders in orange Farm 

are located either on the main road leading into orange 

Farm, off the golden Highway (R553), or at the site of 

the stretford Railway station. the researchers targeted 

traders positioned outside the stretford Railway sta-

tion, located close to the entrance of orange Farm on the 

main road. eight fresh-produce traders were interviewed 

superficially, not using an interview guide or semi-struc-

tured questionnaire. the findings are, therefore, impres-

sionistic. the purpose of the interviews was to ascertain 

whether there were any linkages with orange Farm gar-

deners in respect of the supply of produce to traders; 

where traders obtained their produce from; the type of 

produce sold and income derived from these activities. 

A few hundred metres away from the informal trading 

zone is a derelict trading court that was built by the city of 

Johannesburg, but never used by the traders as it is not in 

the direct line of ‘people traffic’ between the station and 

where the taxis wait. the trading stalls outside stretford 

station are very crude, with almost no investment by the 

traders in shelter and trading infrastructure and traders 

feel the full brunt of winter wind and dust and summer 

rain and heat (see photograph 20).

of concern was that none of the traders interviewed 

sourced their produce from orange Farm gardeners. this 

may have been due to the fact that gardeners in orange 

Farm sold their produce to vendors closest to their gar-

dens, not on the outskirts of orange Farm where the sta-

tion is located. transport is always a cost. In addition, a 

trader pointed out that they did not buy produce from 

gardeners in the area because of a lack of communication 

between gardeners and traders. the physical distance of 

gardeners from farmers may be one of the reasons why 

station traders do not source produce from gardeners in 

orange Farm. Another reason could be the quality of the 

produce. Produce from the city deep market is of a high 

quality and fresh; and traders are able to pool resources 

to hire a truck to collect fresh produce from the market 

every week. 

none of the traders were farmers and some felt that it was 

preferable to buy produce from other sources rather than 

grow their own. some commented that the cash received 

from street trading was not a huge amount, but that it 

was better to be occupied and making some money than 

sittin g at home. the findings from station trader inter-

views are summarised in table 7. 

PhOTOgRAPh	18: Venture taxis outside stretford station, 
october 2011.

PhOTOgRAPh	19:	An informal cell phone kiosk in orange 
Farm, october 2011.

PhOTOgRAPh	20: Fresh produce traders outside stretford 
station.
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TABLE	7:	summary of traders’ activities at stretford station

Size	of	group Type	of	operation Source	of	
produce	

Type	of	produce Customers Challenges

stall 1  single trader/
male

sells on behalf of 
someone else.

Produce is re-packaged 
into plastic bags

city deep 
market

tomatoes, 
onions, 
potatoes, 
cabbages

train commuters 
and other 
pedestrians

Unknown

stall 2 single trader sells re-packaged fresh 
produce

Unknown but 
not from orange 
Farm gardeners

tomatoes, 
onions, 
potatoes, 
cabbages

train commuters 
and other 
pedestrians

unknown

stall 3 group of 
young men

sell re-packaged fresh 
produce

city deep 
market

Beetroot, 
carrots, 
tomatoes, 
onions, 
cabbages

train commuters 
and other 
pedestrians

High cost of 
getting produce 
back to orange 
Farm

stall 4 single trader/
male

sells direct from 
source, but buys for 
re-sale

Buys from a farm 
in grasmere 
where he lives

spinach train commuters 
and other 
pedestrians

would prefer to 
grow and sell his 
own produce

stall 5 A group of 
traders

sell re-packaged 
produce

nulaid eggs in 
Potchefstroom

eggs and other 
produce

train commuters 
and other 
pedestrians

High cost of 
getting produce 
back to orange 
Farm

stall 6 mixed group 
of young and 
middle-aged 
women 

Buys directly from 
farmers

Brits and 
Randfontein

cabbages train commuters 
and pedestrians. 
Also sell 
outer leaves 
of cabbages 
to horse-cart 
operators

High cost of 
getting produce 
back to orange 
Farm.

must hire a truck 
to transport 
produce back to 
orange Farm

stall7 single trader/
male

sell re-packaged goods city deep 
market

cabbages, 
maize, lettuce, 
cucumbers and 
potatoes

train commuters 
and pedestrians

cost of getting 
produce back to 
orange Farm 

stall 8 single trader/
male

Buys from market city deep Bananas train commuters 
pedestrians

cost of getting 
produce back to 
orange Farm
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The	spatial	elements	of	the	local	economy	in	Orange	Farm

essentially orange Farm is a far distance from markets and for sources of agri-business inputs like seeds 

and gardening equipment, as well as from banking and postal services. this has been identified by urban 

researchers and planners as an obstacle and the orange Farm upgrade programme underway by the city of 

Johannesburg aims to make orange Farm more sustainable as an economy.

Photographs 21 and 22 below show typical scenes at the stretford station market.

PhOTOgRAPh	21: display of fresh vegetables from city 
deep market for sale in orange Farm.

PhOTOgRAPh	22: Fresh cabbages sourced from outside 
orange Farm offered for sale outside stretford station.
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the purpose of this study was to investigate food gardening in orange Farm. orange Farm was selected 

as the focus of the study because it is a marginalised and under-developed area, located in Region (g) 

of the city, with a signifi cant population size and large development challenges and an essentially under-

researched peri-urban zone. low levels of development in orange Farm motivate for the need for various 

interventions to reduce unemployment and address poverty and improve the quality of life of residents livin g 

there. Food gardening may offer a strategy to assist households to become more sustainable within the 

contex t of low household incomes, high unemployment and food insecurity. the city of Johannesburg has 

also selected orange Farm as a development node.

diSCuSSiON	OF	KEY	FiNdiNgS	ANd	RECOMMENdATiONS

there is a paucity of published studies on orange Farm and little scholarly information that focuses explicitly 

on quality of life, food security and sustainability issues in the settlement. Information that was uncovered 

was gleaned from the city of Johannesburg website, from unpublished reports produced within the city 

of Johannesburg and other government departments. most of the published research that was found on 

orange Farm dealt with HIV and the AIds epidemic in the settlement.127

other studies were area comparisons comparing orange Farm or parts of orange Farm with other areas 

(for example: de wet et al, 2008;128 Rudolf et al 2008129, Richards et al, 2004130). studies on food gardening 

in equally impoverished urban/peri-urban areas such as khayelitsha have also been undertaken and the 

fi nding s of such studies were useful sources of information for the present study.131

this study found that, relative to the amount of space that is available in orange Farm, there are not very 

many food gardens (about 0.821 % of households)132 and many of those that were established by gdARd are 

no longer in existence due a high attrition rate, which is not uncommon.  none of the gardens is run for profi t 

or as a business and, whereas some of the gardeners do sell their produce, the primary aim of the gardens 

is to secure food for households and to support other residents or local schools where there is a need with 

a supply of fresh vegetables. 

key fi ndings and recommendations from the study of food gardening and urban agriculture at orange Farm 

in october 2011 now follow.

DISCUSSION	AND	CONCLUSIONS		

SECTiON	3
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1.			 Co-ordination	between	spheres	of	government

Key Finding:

Respondents mentioned that	one of the challenges in establishing food gardens in orange Farm is a lack 

of co-ordination between the different spheres of government - in this case, the provincial government’s 

directorate of Agriculture and Rural development (gdARd) and the city of Johannesburg municipality.  It 

would seem that both are under-resourced to play their full role in providing extension services to would-be 

vegetable gardeners in the area. 

Periodically, gdARd’s support to food gardeners is of an inconsistent quality. An example of this is the 

provisio n of electrical borehole pumps to community and school projects.  It would seem that these expensiv e 

items have never worked. mechanical hand pumps would be more suitable for under-resourced food garden-

ers but, for some reason, gdARd continues to supply electrical pumps.

the provision of expensive equipment such as hydroponic tunnels by the city of Johannesburg at orange 

Farm without on-going support, as well as an on-going training programme for project beneficiaries, results 

in project failures.

Recommendation: 

Provincial government and the city of Johannesburg should make greater efforts to co-ordinate their planni ng 

and development of food gardening, if they have not already done so. All government projects using tax pay-

ers’ money should produce an approved business plan that considers all risks to the project and explains 

how these will be mitigated. In addition, dedicated funding needs to be ensured for the duration of projects 

and an exit strategy for government should be included.  Adequate monitoring and evaluation of the project 

is required to ensure that the project meets its targets in agreed time frames.  

2.			 Linking	urban	gardeners	to	markets

Key finding:

currently, most urban gardeners in orange Farm are not producing fresh produce to sell commercially, but 

are producing either for their own use or for sale to neighbours or school feeding schemes. some gardeners 

do attend the Poortje farmers’ market to sell their produce. the traders around stretford station did not buy 

their produce locally, but from either city deep market or commercial farmers some distance away. 

Recommendation:

Formal agricultural associations, such as hawkers’ or producers’ associations, are needed in orange Farm to 

co-ordinate and organise agriculture production and sales in the area.  the absence of farmers’ associations 

may be one of the reasons why gardeners do not produce more vegetables - as they cannot find markets 

for increased production.  the municipality should investigate ways to create linkages between hawkers’ 

associations and food gardeners in orange Farm.   By doing this, the municipality would stimulate the local 

economy in orange Farm.
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3.		 Spatial	issues	and	planning

Key finding 1:

there is an abundance of open land in and around orange Farm, but it is owned by various entities 

(municipa l, provincial, private) and some of the land is awaiting development. Portions of this land could 

be made availabl e for short-term farming use although, in the longer term, to create sustainable urban agri-

culture businesses that contribute to the city’s food supply, land has to be permanently set aside for urban 

and peri-urban farming. In the meantime, people are already farming the land and expanding their gardens 

onto state-owned land. In many cases, they obtain permission to use the land from the municipality (coJ).

the gauteng Agricultural Potential Atlas (gAPA) already exists to inform about changes in land-use deci-

sions.  It also protects high quality agricultural land.  Yet, in orange Farm where the land is not of high quality, 

urban farmers still need land (whatever its quality) for urban agriculture as an income generating activity. 

As well as the gAPA, additional information such as the economic and other benefits of urban agriculture is 

required to ensure that some land is kept aside for urban agriculture. 

Recommendation: 

the ownership and planned future use of open land in, and around, orange Farm needs to be clarified to 

ensure that land for urban agriculture remains open, with particular reference to the better quality land.  

An audit of the land with better agricultural potential in, and around, orange Farm should be undertaken. As 

it is known that the land in this area is of low agricultural potential, areas of reasonable quality land should 

be identified for urban agriculture. where possible, this land should be set aside for present, and future, 

urban vegetable gardening and a mechanism to allocate and manage this land should be put in place. the 

city of Johannesburg needs to have a coherent policy on the informal use of vacant land and either needs to 

set aside land permanently for urban agriculture, or there needs to be a policy to deal with short-term land 

use which makes provision for lease agreements.

there is a need for an economic investigation for the best use of the land in, and around, orange Farm. In 

addition, ways that urban agriculture could be made more profitable so it compares favourably with other 

land uses (such as urban development on the land) also need to be investigated.  

A  formal ‘land banking’ system and database is required to make vacant land in, and around, orange Farm 

available for agricultural use. this land bank system would link gardeners/farmers with the owners of the 

land and they could  negotiate to use the land.  this could either be municipal land that will be developed at 

some future stage, but could also be private land. share-cropping could be considered. this system would 

enable the proactive accessing of available land by would-be urban farmers until such time as it is needed 

for other land uses. this system should be transparent and equitable in how it is operated.

A municipal commonage system should also be investigated for the development of urban agriculture in 

orange Farm. commonage systems can be an end in themselves (i.e. giving farmers access to land and water 

for their farming) or a means to an end in respect of grooming emerging urban farmers.  

Key	Finding	2:

there is a very low uptake of food gardening in orange Farm.  the estimated  0.821% of households engaged 

in food gardening in orange Farm seems inadequate to address food security. this is despite the efforts of 

gdARd to support urban gardens.
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Recommendation:

more research needs to be done to understand why there is not a greater uptake of urban farming and 

gardening in a settlement like orange Farm. our research suggests that the provision of starter packs by 

gdARd is not sufficient to create sustainable urban agriculture. Province needs to build relationships with, 

and support, urban gardeners for longer periods of time.  they also need to work with young people to build 

their knowledge and skills.  Province and the city of Johannesburg need to set targets for the uptake of food 

gardens and then recruit potential farmers and interested residents into urban farming. this implies that 

there is a need for long-term planning to create a vibrant urban agricultural farming class that is prosperous 

and sustainable. 

4.		 getting	food	gardeners	organised

Key finding 1:

In orange Farm there are informal groups of vegetable gardeners who meet on a regular basis to discuss 

their gardening activities (informal forums). As well as the need for formal agricultural co-operatives, there 

could be a need for agricultural ‘clubs’ in orange Farm for unemployed young people to join.  In these ‘clubs’, 

young people could socialise, share information on their farming activities and also perhaps collectively 

lobby government for more support for their farming activities.  while gdARd has an Agricultural study 

group system, it appears that  there is no study group in orange Farm, as food gardeners never mentioned 

this when asked how gdARd supports their activities.  

there also appear to be opportunities for vegetable gardeners to form formally constituted co-operatives to 

explore commercial opportunities. 

In the city of Johannesburg, a full-scale strategy on food security promotion is forthcoming. the coJ strategy 

is expected to contain a range of interventions from skills resource centres to hub-and-spoke sites offering 

a common infrastructure for small producers to food empowerment zones, rationalising all elements of the 

food supply chain.133

Recommendations:

some of the existing, and bigger, urban vegetable gardening projects should be evaluated for their potential 

to form formal agricultural co-operatives. 

If government intends to groom a cadre of emerging farmers from those already engaged in agricultural 

activities, they should keep and share a database of food gardeners in orange Farm who have previous 

training, experience and success in all  the various forms of urban agriculture. this information may yet be 

captured in the coJ’s expanded social Package database system.

Key Finding 2:

there are not enough agricultural extension officers to support urban agriculture in gauteng.

Recommendation:

gdARd should consider setting up a provincial Help desk that could provide basic agricultural information 

to overcome the apparent lack of extension support within gauteng, but should also recruit many more 

extensio n officers, some with expertise in urban agriculture, to reflect the priority that is placed on both rural 

and urban agriculture. 
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Key Finding 3:

there appears to be poor communication between local traders and food gardeners in orange Farm. traders 

source their produce from outside orange Farm and not from local growers. Formal retail outlets like Pick n 

Pay also do not source any of their produce from small businesses in orange Farm.

Recommendation:

to stimulate the local economy in orange Farm, the city of Johannesburg should consider creating opportu-

nities where vegetable growers in orange Farm can interact with fresh produce traders to create markets for 

their produce - as it does not seem to be happening spontaneously.  

5.		 Quality	and	sustainability	of	the	vegetable	gardening	projects

Key finding:

Although there is not a shortage of land in orange Farm, the study found that much of the land that is avail-

able to start up food gardens and urban agriculture is not being used or is not used optimally.  Also, many of 

the gardens are not producing as much produce as they could, while others are not producing vegetables of 

quality, and this would affect the marketability of these items.  nutritional security is as important as food 

security in communities, and for both of these, fresh produce needs to be of a good quality. this means 

that a key element threatening the usefulness and sustainability of urban agriculture and food gardening 

in orange Farm is the lack of agricultural inputs, specifically compost or fertilizers. currently, the gardeners 

receive many of their inputs, such as land and water, for free. It is a concern that, if the gardeners had to 

pay for inputs  in the future, these projects would, in all likelihood, not be able to continue.  A farming or 

gardenin g subsidy may be needed to stimulate this sector. subsidised water is currently essential to the 

survival of these projects.  However, the use of chlorinated municipal water is expected to have a detrimental 

impact on the soil over time. 

none of the gardens intend to make a profit except for the one large community project (photographs 5 

and 6) which stated they are growing produce for sale. If food gardens are to be scaled up to a form of 

commercia l urban agriculture, then the financial viability would need to be considered.

Recommendation:

At some stage, the financial sustainability of these urban food gardening projects needs to be considered.

Key finding 2:

much of the land in and around orange Farm is also of poor quality and would need to be improved through 

nutrient additions like compost.  most of the food gardens in orange Farm suffered from a lack of agricul-

tural inputs, particularly compost.  Yet most households did not appear to generate enough organic waste 

materia l to produce compost for their gardening needs.  

Recommendations:

the ongoing agricultural sustainability in terms of soil quality and nutrients and irrigation of the food 

gardenin g projects at orange Farm should be reviewed. Provincial government’s Agricultural directorate 

needs to be more pro-active in advising vegetable gardeners on permaculture principles to maximise the 

quality and quantity of their produce.  soil assessments, coupled with advice on what grows best on differ-

ent soils, would be useful.  
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A study is needed to find out if there is enough organic waste produced locally to warrant a recycling/com-

posting scheme in orange Farm that would supply compost to urban farmers. Alternatively, surplus organic 

garden waste generated in the more affluent suburbs of Johannesburg and collected by Pikitup Johannes-

burg (Pty) ltd and then composted as part of its waste recycling scheme could be transported to orange 

Farm as a form of food garden subsidy.

6.		 Provision	of	information	to	urban	farmers

Key finding:  

Urban food gardeners in orange Farm struggle to get the information they needed about accessing land, the 

types of crops to plant and where to get good quality seed. they also do not know how to keep seeds from 

one year to the next or share seeds.  gardeners had to liaise with ward councillors in an informal way to 

access land, and ‘waited’ for gdARd to visit them to provide information about farming or provide them with 

seed.  they are not able to access the cultivation information they need or seeds independently of govern-

ment. market information is not provided formally either.

Recommendations:

Urban farmers and food gardeners in the city of Johannesburg need to have a better system to access 

information on all aspects of agriculture, marketing, obtaining land, appropriate technology, and obtaining 

finances and credit. this system could be an on-line or cell-phone based system.

the ‘Hub and spoke’ shared agricultural system proposed by the city of Johannesburg may be a suitable 

mechanism for government and farmers to interface, but there will undoubtedly be many farmers who will 

not be accommodated by this system who will nevertheless need to access agricultural and marketing infor-

mation. models in use in other developing countries should be investigated in order to set up an information 

dissemination system in gauteng and the city of Johannesburg.

7.		 irrigation,	hosepipes	and	boreholes	

Key finding:

many of the bigger projects are in need of a sustainable and affordable water supply and irrigation system, 

as they either use hosepipes and free municipal water, or wait for rain. Boreholes that were provided free by 

gdARd in most cases do not work for a variety of reasons. 

Recommendation:

manual pumps, rather than electrical pumps, should be installed to provide water to food gardening projec ts, 

with associated storage capacity and hosepipes.  electrical borehole pumps present difficulties to recipients, 

notwithstanding the cost of the electricity and special fittings and hosepipes. Rainwater harvesting should 

be considered as an option, as well as the installation of subsidised rainwater tanks for each household or 

school. drip irrigation should be considered for bigger projects and the cost of drip irrigation pipes subsi-

dised by government. Projects should be fenced to prevent the theft of irrigation equipment.
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8.		 Prior	experience	in	agriculture

Key finding: 

It was expected that urban gardeners in orange Farm would have had  previous exposure to a farming way 

of life or formal training in agriculture, and that this prior knowledge would have influenced their decision to 

begin food gardening. However, amongst the urban gardeners who were interviewed, prior farming knowl-

edge did not  play an important role in respondents’ decisions to become vegetable gardeners. Instead, it 

appeared that the proximity of suitable land, the need to belong to a social group, the need to fill retirement 

time with useful activity and the need to supplement households with food and/or cash, influenced food 

gardeners to begin their activities after they settled in orange Farm.

It was noticed that in orange Farm some of the urban gardeners had in fact received previous formal training 

(chicken farming; hydroponics) but could not put this knowledge to good use in their urban setting. others 

had obtained experience by living/working on farms but, similarly, could not put this experience to good 

use in an urban setting, having experience with livestock farming, specifically goat and pig farming.  this 

indicates that, as a consequence of the urbanising process, many find their rural farming skills  no longer 

useful in the urban context.  

Recommendations:

willing people who already have useful agricultural expertise or training should be identified and harnessed 

through the proposed city of Johannesburg’s ‘hub and spoke’ agricultural system and also given access to 

agricultural programmes proposed by gauteng Province.  

9.		 The	need	for	multi-stakeholder	initiatives	to	support	urban	agriculture

Key finding.

Findings indicated that spheres of government still work in ‘silos’, with little collaboration between municipal 

and provincial authorities.  this is seen specifically in the collapse of the city of Johannesburg hydroponic s 

project at orange Farm.  If collaboration between the coJ and the Agriculture directorate of provincial govern-

ment had occurred, this project may have been more successful. the skills and training centre built by coJ at 

orange Farm is also under-utilised.  It would seem that the provision of infrastructure is the ‘easy’ part and 

the continued maintenance of facilities and ongoing provision of training and other support to projects is 

much more difficult for government to sustain.  

Recommendations:

the type and extent of support needed for coJ and provincial agricultural projects must be worked out 

in the initial project planning. A technically sound feasibility study must be performed by experts before 

any governme nt-funded agricultural project is initiated. A project support mechanism comprising experts 

(including international expertise), government agricultural officers and other stakeholders (including the 

would-be farmers) must be established to share knowledge and to work out what is needed for a successful 

urban farming project or enterprise.  Also, proper monitoring and evaluation and adaptive management of 

such projects must be built in from the beginning to provide sound information upon which to base future 

project adjustments and planning.

government needs to engage with the private sector or universities to collaborate on the provision of 

agricultur al and business training for orange Farm.
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